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farren Batts: Approachable Chairman
Homer Rice: Father of Champions
Mission Critical: Avoiding Business' Seven Traps

Support your alma mater with every purchase.
Apply for a No-Annual-Fee Georgia Tech credit card.
Now there's a new twist on showing your school colors—the No-Annual-Fee Georgia Tech Platinum Plus card,
Tech Tower MasterCardf or "Buzz" Visaf Every time you use one of these cards to make a purchase, MBNA
makes a contribution to Georgia Tech. And the card offers a low introductory Annual Percentage Rate (APR)
for purchases, cash advance checks, and balance transfers, as well as No Annual Fee, and a generous credit line—
especially the Georgia Tech Platinum Plus card. You'll also enjoy a host of exceptional benefits, so choose the
card that makes sense for you and for Georgia Tech.

Apply today by calling 1-800-847-7378.
TTY users, please call 1-800-833-6262.
Or apply online at: www.webapply.com/gatech/alumni
When calling, please mention priority code QNTE.
There are costs associated with use of these credit cards. You may contact the issuer and administrator of this program, MBNA America* Bank, to request specif
ic information about the costs by calling 1-800-847-7378 or writing to P.O. Box 15020, Wilmington, DE 19850. MBNA America Bank, N.A., is the exclusive issuer
and administrator of the Platinum Plus credit card program. MBNA* and MBNA America are federally registered service
marks of MBNA America Bank, N.A. MasterCard and Visa are federally registered service marks of MasterCard International
Inc. and Visa U.S.A. Inc., respectively; each is used pursuant to license.
1997 MBNA America Bank, N.A.
AD3-137-97.B
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Delta Air Lines
N TOP OF THE WORLD"

Delta now has the power to
save your proposals, your pie charts,
and your presentations.
In other words, your butt.

Thanks to laptop batterysaving EmPower1" systems,*
designed to help you
stay plugged in.
One of the many
enhancements being
introduced on
Delta's new Transatlantic
Business Class. All of
which are accompanied by
a staff whose sole
objective is to ensure you
arrive fully charged.
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A Balanced Life
From the boardroom to the
cafeteria, Warren Batts is
known as an approachable,
insightful executive.
By John Dunn

Father of
Champions
Retiring Athletics Director
Homer Rice returned pride to
the Georgia Tech sports
program. His successor promises to continue the tradition.
By Norman Arey

Mission Critical
Seven strategic traps can
ensnare even the smartest
:omp>anies. Here's a primer
on ways to avoid them.
By Gregory G. Dess and
Joseph C. Picken
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Tech Notes
Wall Street, Look Out for North Avenue;
And the Winner Is ... BUZZ; So It Wasn't R2-D2;
wb It Was Close Enough; Job Market Looks Green;
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into the Wild Green Yonder; Show Us the Money;
Strollin' 'Cross Campus; May Day, Play Day!; Capping
: Enrollment; The Snellville Connection; Around Half the
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DramaTech Experience
Set Stage for Wall Street

I joined DramaTech in 1953 as a
co-op student. I was a member for
five years, and I believe I went to
every cast party that was held.
Those were the best parties at
Georgia Tech.
My first part was in The Pursuit
of Happiness in the spring of 1954.1
played a black employee named
Mose. At the time, there were no
black students at Tech, and in fact
it was against state law to have an
integrated audience. To Mary Nell
Ivey Santacroce's great credit, she
broke that law by inviting the
drama groups from the black colleges to attend our dress rehearsals. There was a lot of pressure put
on Mary Nell to discontinue this,
but she was quite brave about it.
In the spring of 1956 in The
Road to Rome, I played one of the
generals. We wore togas and carried swords, and it was a lot of
fun. We sold out the house for
most of these performances.
DramaTech was my first experience with theater in the round. I
still find this to be the best form of
presentation, and I always look
forward to visits to the Circle in
the Square theater in New York
City. All of our plays were in the
old Crenshaw Field House, and
our facilities were pretty primitive. We had one big wooden
lighting grid suspended by cables
over the stage, and all the seats
were on small bleachers that surrounded it.
We got one credit for each term
that we were in DramaTech up to
a maximum of three credits. My
most creative writing was when I
wrote a petition to the school to
excuse me from machine shop and
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welding lab so I could get
these credits from DramaTech. They approved this
substitution. I am satisfied
that DramaTech was much
more helpful to me in my business
than those labs would have been. I
never had a career in legitimate
theater, but I was in Wall Street for
35 years, and the linkage should be
self-evident.
Michael E. Tennenbaum, IE '58
Los Angeles, Calif.
Gateway Role

DramaTech entered my college
life as a result of a "help wanted"
poster plastered on the "Robbery"
door. Set carpentry came naturally
to me. I learned that what we may
have lacked in thespian finesse, we
made up for in technology. When
the set called for a phone, the
phone worked. When the stage
went black, the set changes occurred in blackness—fluorescent
paint lit the way. Overlooking the
stage, we had the most technically
advanced sound and light booth of
any amateur theater in Atlanta.
At that time DramaTech's home
was the "rebuilt" Crenshaw building behind the Varsity. It provided
a gym floor on which we built a
new theater in the round every
quarter. We shared the building
with the band. Their practices
interfered with our set-building,
and our sets interfered with their
practices. But in that era, Crenshaw was about the only "performing arts" facility on campus.
Isolation did provide some
informality. The campus police
once found my '54 Ford making
deliveries inside the building. Custodial foremen were pretty upset
when we painted the stage floor

on the tile flooring until we
demonstrated
how easily soapy
water removed
tempera.
Some of the principals of the
group rented an old house around
the corner behind Crenshaw at 16
Third Street. It was the social hub
of DramaTech for several years.
I had just been elected DramaTech president at the end of the
1965-66 season when "Coach"
Mary Nell Santacroce announced
she would be leaving DramaTech
because she needed more time for
other theatrical projects.
In the spring of '67, we rang
down the final curtain at Crenshaw with The Tender Trap. We
moved to Hemphill Church during the summer and fall of 1967.
The first play performed there was
The Crucible.
I will always believe that my
work in DramaTech and the
people I met at Bill Landis' Wesley
Foundation were my gateways to
being selected as the first internal
vice president of the new student
center in 1967 and subsequently as
the World Student Foundation
Scholar in Zurich, Switzerland, in
1968.
W. M. "Marty" Watson,
Chem '68
Hi 11 town, Pa.

Georgia Tech Alumni
Magazine welcomes letters to the
editor, Please address all correspondence to Georgia Tech Alumni
Magazine, Alumni/Faculty House,
225 North Ave., NW, Atlanta, GA
30332-0175. Fax (404) 894-5113.
E-mail: editor@alumni.gatech.edu
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Wall Street, Look Out for North Avenue
Savvy student investors earn national attention
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And the Winner Is

G

eorgia Tech's impish BUZZ won a landslide victory in an Internet
poll on the nation's best mascot, BUZZ
finished way ahead of the pack in the
"unscientific" poll conducted in May by
Access Atlanta, an Internet arm of the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution.
BUZZ received more than 162,000 votes tc
finish first. Second place went to Texas A&M'i
Reveille, who received around 36,000 votes.
Access Atlanta posted the poll to its
World Wide Web site after the University of
Georgia's UGA V was picked the top mascot
in the land by Sports Illustrated. But in the
new vote, UGA finished way down the list
with about 9,000 votes, Access Atlanta
added a caveat to the results, though.
"Remember that there is nothing scientific
about this poll," the company said, "except perhaps
the science used by some of our readers to stuff the
ballot box."
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So It Wasn't R2-D2;
It Was Close Enough
Students win prize for robot

A

group of students from the
School of Mechanical Engineering
took home a $1,000 prize for their
entry in a robotics competition
in Savannah, Ga.
The students—Jennet Johnson,
Erwin Oei, Davin Swanson and
Alan Tang—placed second in the
American Nuclear Society's "remote
handling of materials" competition.
The team had to create a robot no
more than 18 inches high and completely self-contained. The robot also
had to be completely autonomous, not
remote controlled.
The creation was also the team's
project for Professor Charles Ume's
mechatronics class.
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Job Market
Looks Green

Wm
©k(

Good news for '97 grads

T

ech students getting their
diplomas this year can expect to enter the most vigorous
job market of the 1990s, one
organization's data shows.
The National Association of
Colleges and Employers
(NACE) tracks recruiting
activity and surveys recent
graduates at 350 colleges nationwide, and preliminary
data shows more companies
on campus recruiting students—and offering them more
attractive salaries.
"Last year was the beginning
of the turnaround," said Dawn
Traub, director of employment
information for NACE, "and this
year looks to be even better."
Computer information science
majors are being offered an average
of $36,666 on graduation, up 7.8
percent from last year. Computer
engineers, at $39,047, are up 4 percent, and computer science majors
are up 1.6 percent to $35,784.
Other fields also are getting
more lucrative: electrical engineers
are up 3.8 percent to $39,485; civil
engineers are up 4.7 percent to
$32,764; industrial engineers,
$37,078, up 2.2 percent; mechanical
engineers, up 1.4 percent to $37,536;
and chemical engineers are up 2.4
percent to $42,450.

At the Bookstore
It's back to the basics here,
where the top-selling T-shirt
and sweatshirt is ash gray,
carrying only the words
"Georgia Tech." Sales of "fun
shirts," as Mary Ellen
Hansard, assistant director of
merchandise, describes them,
usually pick up in the fall.
Those top-sellers usually
have referrals to the University of Georgia, as in last
year's favorite, "Friends don't
let friends go to UGA."

Bulletin Board #1

Into the Wild Green Yonder
Almost one in every five dollars Tech receives in research grants and contracts
comes from the U.S. Air Force, making it the school's single largest research
customer. Tech brought in $158 million in grants and contracts in fiscal year
1996. Second to the Air Force's $28 million was the Army's $23 million, followed
by the Navy's $12 million. Top three areas of research: acoustics; aerospace
sciences and technology; and communications and information technology.

In the College of Management,
an ad urges students to sign
up for Union Summer, the
AFL-CIO's internship program.
It's next to an ad for a lecture
by a British academic on
Lady Chatterley's Lover...
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May Day, Play Day!
When the kids call, Dean lends an ear... and more

W

hen the kids at Simpson Elementary School in
Norcross, Ga., lost most of their playground to trailer
classrooms and a new addition last year, they found a friend
in Larry Dean, IE '64. Pupils in Kathy Russo's fourth grade
class wrote Dean, who owns a mansion nearby but now
lives in Orlando, Fla., and told him about their dilemma.
Dean, who also owns land adjacent to the school, lent a
sympathetic ear. "I'm a big advocate for playgrounds—
especially for elementary school children," says Dean, who
made two acres of his land available for a playground.
The school named it Dean Field and held May Day/Play
Day festivities in his honor. Dean led a parade of children
from the schoolhouse to officially open the playground.

Capping
Enrollment

OOKWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
GWINNETJ^COUMTY PUBUC SCHOOLS/
Georgia

Tech's student maximum: 14,802;
get your applications in early

T

he University System Board of
Regents endorsed a plan to cap
enrollment at Georgia's 34 public
colleges and universities.
Expecting an increase of 27,000
students by 2002, regents lined up
behind a plan to limit enrollment
increases over a five-year period, with
two-year schools and smaller fouryear schools getting the largest increases.
At Georgia Tech, the plan would
allow for a 12 percent increase to
14,802 students.
Chancellor Stephen Portch said the
limits are based on "basic demographics," and such factors as tougher
admissions standards, the conversion
to semesters and economic variables
could require some tweaking of the
plan on an annual basis.
"There are simply more people in
Georgia and in the pipeline to college/' he said. "But we realize any
number of variables could change the
whole picture."
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The Snellville Connection
Speaking of capping enrollment, look out for Sandy Rountree

T

here appears to be a large pipeline stretching about 40 miles between
the Tech campus and one suburban Atlanta high school: Brookwood
High, in Snellville, sends more graduates to Tech than any other high school
in the nation—34 entering freshmen in 1996. It's a combination of serendipity—"Tech's reputation stands on its own; we have strong math and science
departments"—and persistent wooing—"We get a lot of published information from Tech, and we get that material out to the students"— says Sandy
Rountree, Brookwood's college career coordinator. Her enthusiasm can't
hurt, either; she is both daughter and wife of Tech grads. (And don't tell her
about the enrollment cap. Wed probably get 14,000 students from Snellvllle.)

Platter Chatter

Around Half the World in One Day

S

tudents at Tech represent 110 different countries. The ones
farthest from home are from three neighboring nations between Australia and Asia: Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia. It's nearly 10,000
miles to their corner of the world (according to the Delta Air Lines flight
guide). Making the journey can be a long and tiring experience: The
usual route, over the Pacific, takes
20 hours and
includes at least
three stops after
a layover in Los
Angeles.

Go
East,
Young
Scholar

G

eorgia
Tech students come
to Atlanta from 49 of the 50 states; the lone holdout is Wyoming.
That may change: The almost three dozen alumni now living in that
Western state will surely convince its best and brightest that a Tech
education is worth the 1,250-mile air trip to Atlanta. (And, if not,
perhaps Sandy Rountree could be convinced to go on the road?)

Top 10 requests of the past
several months on WREK
(we've heard none of them) are
V/A: Cataclastic Fracture, Dum
Dum TV, Tipographica, Tiny
Tim, Djivan Gasparyan, V/A:
Tone Casualtie, Louisiana Red,
Glenn Horiuchi, Andrew Leary &
Combustible Edison and V/A:
Bright Lights Cassette #1 ...
Ear-catching names of current programs include Kosher Noise ("a hamless tour of
Jewish-oriented music"), SubSaharan Vibes ("still not an
Afro-pop show!"), f Friday
Night Fish
Fry ("pop
open a cold
one and
listen to the
best blues
show in
Atlanta"),
Aegean
Waves ("music ...weird accents
and talk that will be Greek to
you"), and The Ghostly
Clothes of Jazz ("30 years of
improvisational and experimental jazz").

Bulletin Board #2
In the School of Aerospace Engineering, a flyer lures Sigma Delta
Tau members with promises of
pizza and soft drinks to a meeting
with a three-item agenda: model
airplane contest, paper airplane
contest and senior banquet (sorry
to eat and fly?). Next to that one, a
flyer advertises a lecture on Variable Diameter Tiltroton Technology
Overview. No pizza, no drinks
with the lecture. We'd love to know
the comparison turnouts.
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Parlez Vouz, Internet
French Court dismisses rNet suit against Georgia Tech Lorraine

A

Paris court dismissed a
lawsuit against Georgia
Tech Lorraine, the
Institute's French campus.
The lawsuit charged that
using English on the school's
Web site violated a 1994 law
mandating the use of French in
sales of goods and services on
French territory.
The Tribunal de Police de Paris
ruled in favor of Georgia Tech
Lorraine on June 9, deciding that
the plaintiffs had not followed
proper legal procedures in bringing the lawsuit.
"The case was an important
one, with the potential to impact
every Web page in the world,"
says Jim Langley, vice president
for External Affairs at Tech.
Two French organizations—
Defense de la Langue Francaise and
Avenir de la Langue Francaise—
filed suit against Georgia Tech
because the Web site was not
available in French, and sought to
require that Georgia Tech Lorraine
modify its Web site so that the

information provided on the
Internet and accessible in France
be translated into French.
Tech contended the Web site
could legally be in English because
all of its classes are taught in
English by faculty from Georgia
Tech.
"This court case was not a confrontation between France and
Georgia Tech," says Professor
Hans B. Puttgen, director of
Georgia Tech Lorraine. "This case
was about the regulation of the
Internet in France and the increasingly important presence of the
World Wide Web in world
commerce, communication and
culture."
Georgia Tech Lorraine was
founded in 1991 by Tech, the
City of Metz and the Lorraine
Region. It is located in the
Teclmopolc Metz 2000, the French
version of a technology park.
Technopdle Metz 2000 houses several other engineering schools and
industrial and government research facilities. CT

For All You Sports Out There
1

he Yellow Jacket crew team won three ACC trophies. One was
the first ever won by the varsity women's lightweight four, three

of whom are seniors. Other trophy winners are the men's lightweight
eight and the men's heavyweight eight. ("Quite a feat considering that
the members of the heavyweight boat were all lightweights," notes
The Technique.) The wins are especially sweet for the crew team,
since a trailer accident took them out of competition last year...
The men's lacrosse team won its first Southeastern Lacrosse
Conference Tournament. The No. 2-seed Yellow Jackets used their
league-best defense to stop No. 1-seed and league-best offense,
Auburn, 7-6. This is head coach Ken Lovic's first year at Tech.

10
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110 Years Ago...
• developer Richard
Peters donated four acres of
land to build what would become Georgia Tech. His 1887
gift made it possible for the
school to open the following
year. A sign of the times:
What was then and for many
decades called Peters Park, a
popular "green space" for
students, is now a parking
deck. It does, however, have a
tennis court for students on its
top level.

105 years ago...
• Tech fielded its first football team. Coached by Professor Ernest West, that team lost
all three of its games, 12-0 to
Mercer, 20-10 to Vanderbilt
and 26-0 to Alabama Polytechnic Institute, now Auburn. Noting that they needed
to keep up with rivals University of Georgia and Alabama
Polytechnic, which had teams,
Tech students started the
team with little financial support and no decent practice
field. One year later, Tech
posted its first win—a 28-6
upset of Georgia in Athens.
That game was the first in the
storied intrastate rivalry.

Georgia Tech. Homecoming 1997
Mark your calendar for the weekend of October 10th and 11th!
Don't miss this opportunity to join classmates for your reunion and watch the
Yellow Jackets defeat ACC rival N.C. State Wolfpack!
For more information about Homecoming activities and class reunions call
3 0 0 - 4 6 2 - 5 3 6 7 or 4 0 4 - 3 9 4 - 0 3 2 4 or find us a t www.gatech.edu/alumni/
Watch for details this summer and make plans to return to campus for

Homecoming 1997!
presented by The Georgia Tech Alumni Association

Yellow Jackets on the Move
• Call us for a FREE estimate
•We include up to $50,000 FREE replacement-cost protection ($381 value)
•A donation of 5% will go to the Georgia Tech Alumni Association

COLLINS
•

•

MOVING SYSTEMS
Ask for the Yellow Jacket coordinator

800/428-0601

ALLIED
Agent for Allied Van Lines"
I.C.C. NO. MC 102679

P.S.C.I. NO. 6772A, I

NowBajcing
ibur Bills
It's More
QfAClick

AndDrag.

W f f J Now there's no more searching for an envelope
..sijS an(1 no more icky stamp aftertaste. Now paying
"™fo:1 your bills is easy
Thanks to PC Banking from NationsBank. The
simple way to handle everything from bill payment
to banking transactions to financial planning, right
on your home computer.
With PC Banking and Managing Your Money"

software, in the click of a mouse you can pay your bills.
Check the balance on your checking account. Estimate
your taxes. Set up a household budget. You can even
arrange for any recurring bills to be paid automatically.
NationsBank PC Banking. It can't keep the bills from
coming. It can

makethemalot NCltioilSBCIIlIc

e a s i e r tO pay.

Official Sponsor 1996 U.S. Olympic Team

PC Banking can be yours absolutely free. Call 1-800-299-1978.
$5.95 shippingand handling for software, arid normal (•hm-kingac-munl,('barges still apply. Managing mwr/Vfrw.f7/isaregismmrtlTademarkofM]r^

USA
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A,ivis and your alumni association have teamed
up to give you great savings on quality car rentals,
and the opportunity to give deserving Georgia
Tech students a real financial boost.
Here's how it works. As a participant in the
Avis Alumni Association Member Benefit Program,
you're entitled to special Avis rates and discounts.
You save money on both business and leisure
rentals. And what's more, every time you rent
from Avis, a contribution will be made to the
Avis/Georgia Tech Alumni Association
scholarship fund.
As if that weren't enough, you can take
advantage of the coupon on the right for even
more savings. For information and reservations,
call an employee-owner of Avis at our special
Alumni Association Member Services Desk:
1-800-422-3810. And be sure to mention your
Avis Worldwide Discount (AWD) number:
B105900.
Now visit our Avis Galaxy Web Site at:
http://www.avis.com
©1996 Wizard Co., Inc.

Especially For Georgia Tech
Alumni Association Members

Save From $10 To $20
On A Weekend Rental!
Rent an Intermediate through Full Size 4-Door car for a minimum of
two consecutive weekend days and you can save $5 per day, up to
a total of $20 off for four weekend rental days, when you present
this coupon at a participating Avis location in the contiguous U.S.
Offer expires Dec 3 1 , 1997.
For information and reservations, call your travel consultant or an
employee-owner of Avis at 1-800-831-8000. And be sure to
mention your Avis Worldwide Discount (AWD) number: B105900.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Offer valid on an Intermediate (Group C) through a Full Size 4-Door (Group E)
car for a 2-day minimum rental. Coupon must be surrendered at time of rental;
one per rental. May not be used in conjunction with any other coupon,
promotion or offer. Coupon valid at Avis corporate and participating licensee
locations in the contiguous United States. Weekend rental period begins
Thursday noon, and car must be returned by Monday 11:59 p.m. or a higher
rate will apply. Offer may not be available on all rates at all times. Aji
advance reservation Is required. Cats subject to availability. Taxes, local
government surcharges and optional items, such as LDW, additional driver fee
and fuel service, are extra. Renter must meet Avis age, driver and credit
requirements. Minimum age is 25, but may vary by location. Rental must
begin by Dec 31, 1997.
Rental Sales Agent Instructions: At Checkout:
•In AWD, enter B105900.
• For a 2 day rental, enter MUGD624 in CPN.
• For a 3 day rental, enter MUGD625 in CPN.
• For a 4 day rental, enter MUGD626 in CPN.
• Complete this Information:
RA*_
Rental Location

•Attach to COUPON tape.
©1996 Wizard Co., Inc.
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CAPITAL CAMPAIGN

Student Services Named for Smithgall
Alumni entrepreneur is among Tech's most ardent supporters
By Hoyt Coffee

R

ecognizing years of service
and millions of dollars in
donations to the Institute, on
May 2 Georgia Tech named the
Student Services Building in honor
of Charles A. Smithgall Jr.
"Charles Smithgall is one of
Tech's great alumni," President
Wayne Clough said. "He was an
active participant in campus activities as a student, including working
for WGST, then our on-campus
station. Using his native intelligence and his Tech experiences in
the classroom and out of it, he became a highly successful radio and
newspaper entrepreneur.
"Charlie then became one of
those special people who decide to
share the rewards of their lives to
support notable causes, including
helping establish a nature preserve

in Georgia and funding a range of
institutional initiatives at his alma
mater, Georgia Tech."
Smithgall, BS '33, made a $5
million, unrestricted donation to
the Campaign for Georgia Tech, the
latest gift in a history of generosity

to Tech. During the Centennial
Campaign, Smithgall made a substantial anonymous gift. He has
financially supported the Ivan
Allen College, and he has donated
to the annual Roll Call for more
than 40 years.

$200 Million for Tech
Capital Campaign reaches halfway point; 37 gifts of$l million or more

G

eorgia Tech's Capital Campaign effort to raise
$400 million by the year 2000 has passed the
halfway point.
"We have reached the $200 million mark," Campaign Vice Chairman Larry Gellerstedt Jr. told about
500 Georgia Tech supporters, including members of
almost 30 advisory boards and new President's Scholars, at the annual Advisory Boards Day on May 2.
"We know there is a public out there that believes
in what's happening at Georgia Tech," Gellerstedt
said. "And we have the facts and figures to show that
the money is being well spent."
In its fundraising effort, Georgia Tech has secured
$17.3 million for student support, $32.1 million in
faculty support and development, and $69.3 million
toward its endowment growth.
Gellerstedt said $104 million of the $200 million
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has already been recorded and is at work for the
Institute. There have been 37 gifts and commitments
of $1 million or more, he said.

Campaign highlights
V $20 million commitment from Tom DuPree Jr., for the
naming of the Tom DuPree School of Management.
V $5 million endowment pledge for the naming of the
Parker H. "Pete" Petit Institute for Bioengineering and
Bioscience.
V $5 million contribution from Charles A. Smithgall Jr.
and the naming of the Student Services Building in his
honor.
V $1 million commitment from Jeanne Ferst in honor of
her late husband for the naming of The Robert Ferst
Center for the Arts.
V The establishment of 14 new endowed chairs.

The former University System
regent was responsible for organizing the first meeting of Tech alumni
club presidents and is credited with
establishing the network of clubs
that exists today. As a student,
Smithgall was active in ANAK, Tau
Beta Pi and the Glee Club, and he
served as manager of the baseball
team. He graduated from Tech in
just three-and-a-half years.
"I think I made the lowest
grades in my class the first couple
of years," says Smithgall, 86. "I
graduated, though, and I made my
highest grades the last year. So I
went from ridiculous to some
good." He went on to success in
radio—he considers himself the
nation's oldest disc jockey—starting
WGGA-AM in Gainesville in 1941
and buying WRNG in Atlanta. He
also owned a string of weekly
newspapers and half-interest in the
Gwinnett Daily News, which he sold
to the New York Times in 1987.
"Bob Fowler did most of the
work [in the success of the Daily
News]," Smithgall says. "We made a
good profit on it, too. Some of that
Tech money, that's where it's
from."
Smithgall's generosity isn't limited to Tech. In 1994, he made the
largest gift ever to the state of Georgia, selling the huge nature preserve along Duke's Creek in North
Georgia for half its value, with the
stipulation that it be maintained
under oversight by the Nature
Conservancy of Georgia in its
pristine state.
"I had this big hunk of
land, and 1 just kept
adding to it, and it kept
getting bigger and bigger.
I was talking to [Gov.] Zell Miller
one day, and he told me about

plans he had for the state—and I
got tired of paying the taxes on it,"
he says with a laugh.
"They're doing a very good job,
too," Smithgall says. "The state of
Georgia has certainly lived up to its
part of the bargain."
Now known as Smithgall
Woods-Duke's Creek, the area was
once decimated by logging, leaving
mostly Virginia pine in an area
stripped of oak, sycamore, poplar
and hemlock. Smithgall replaced
thousands of hardwoods on the

land, more than 6,000 acres.
"I could say I did this because
I'm a conservationist, but that's not
true," he says. "I did it because it
was fun."
Calling himself semi-retired,
Smithgall now keeps busy with
new pursuits. Smithgall's wife,
Lessie, has long been an active
supporter of the arts in Atlanta, and
Smithgall says he is thinking about
helping establish an arts organization in his hometown of
Gainesville.

Four Thumbs Up
Buzz, Tech Foundation President Charles R. Brown, BC '62,
Georgia Tech President Wayne Clough, and Alumni Association
President Hubert L. Harris Jr., IM '65, (l-r), give thumbs up at
the Presidents' Dinner May 2 with the announcement that the
Capital Campaign has passed the $200 million mark. The
Presidents' Dinner recognizes alumni and friends who have
contributed $1,000 or more to the annual Roll Call drive. Roll
Call is raising $6.5 million as its 50th anniversary goal, and
contributions count toward the Capital Campaign.
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Some People Arejust BetterAt
CreatingThe Future Than Others.
Technology Park/ Atlanta, Inc. earned its wings by daring to envision
office parks that would lead business in bold new directions.
Over two decades ago, we pioneered the idea by developing
Technology Park/Atlanta. Now history is repeating itself. At Johns
Creek, a masterful blending of new horizons for high-tech and industry. And Lenox Park, Buckhead's urban oasis for working and living.
To see why companies like Scientific-Atlanta, Georgia-Pacific,
Ciba Vision, AT&T and GE call our corporate environments home,
call 770-497-1400. And talk about tomorrow with the people who see
beyond it.
Some People just Think About The Future. We Create It.

TECHNOLOGY PARK /ATLANTA, INC.
JOHNS CREEK • TECHNOLOGY PARK/ATLANTA • LENOX PARK

Company

In life, there's no practice. Every day is the real thing. And you've got to be ready. That's where
we can help. SunTrust has the ability and experience to help you with day-to-day things like
checking and credit cards, as well as long-term needs like mortgages and retirement planning.
So no matter what life throws your way, with SunTrust behind you, you'll be ready to put on
your game face and take on the world.

C f TTVlToi TCT

Be Ready For Life
Member FDK /Equal Housing I endCT.01993 SunTrusI is a registered service mark belonging exclusively to SunTrust Banks, Inc.

A Balanced Life
From the boardroom to the cafeteria, Warren Baits is known as an approachable, insightful executive
By John Dunn
Photography by Ed McDonald

W

arren Batts is not a household name. But the
corporations he heads make products known
around the world. None has more universal
recognition than Tupperware, a product found in almost
everybody's home—even along the Pacific Rim.
A soft-spoken, unpretentious, long-range strategist,
Batts is chairman of Chicago-based Premark International and chairman and chief executive officer of
Orlando-based Tupperware Corp.
An electrical engineering graduate, Batts was valedictorian of the class of 1961 with a 3.95 grade-point average. Not too bad for someone who flunked Georgia
Tech's entrance examination.
"I don't take those kinds of tests well," Batts says. "I
can think of too many answers. I'm never sure whether
they want a theoretical or common-sense answer."
It is notable that Batts attended Tech at all.
"I lived in Jacksonville, Fla., at the time," Batts says. "I
wanted to be an engineer, and 1 thought 1 had been admitted to Tech. I came to Atlanta after having quit my job
and sold the house, and I found that all I had been
invited to do was take an entrance exam, which I proceeded to fail."
One long look at his May 1956 exam prompted veteran registrar W. L. Carmichael to give Batts some blunt
advice: "You're not college material. Go home and try to
get your job back."
Batts, 24 and a veteran of the Naval Reserve, convinced Carmichael to give him a chance, anyway. He
enrolled in Tech's summer remedial program and was
admitted on probation as a co-op student in the fall of
1956. The co-op program benefited him, he says.
"I probably would not have been a very good student
if I had gone straight through, because I found I could be
intense for about one quarter at a time, and then I needed
about three months off," Batts says with a laugh.
"The co-op experience helped me understand myself a
lot better," he adds. "Even though I was trying to become
an engineer when I started, I didn't fully understand
what engineering was all about. Along the way, I learned
I would not be a very good engineer. I could take the
tests and get the grades, but I just wanted to get back into
the business world."
When he graduated at age 29, Batts was the oldest co18
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op student to have graduated from Tech. He attended
Harvard Business School on a fellowship, earning a
master's degree in business administration and graduating in the top 10 percent of his class.
But he graduated without a job.
"1 was too old for most of the companies that were
recruiting at Harvard," Batts explains. "One of my professors got me my first job. It was with Kendall Textiles
in Charlotte [N.C]. I was probably the number-three
person in the manufacturing department."
The Long Climb Up

A

fter a year with Kendall in 1963, Batts worked two
years as director of manufacturing for Olga Co. in
California, and a year with the New York management
consulting firm Douglas Williams Associates before cofounding Triangle Corp. in 1967, a producer of hand
tools and accessories based in Orangeburg, S.C. Batts
served as president and CEO of Triangle before joining
Mead Corp. of Dayton, Ohio, in 1971 as vice president of
the paper group. Batts became president and chief operating officer in 1973 and CEO in 1978. He left Mead in
1980 to become president and COO of Dart Industries
shortly before Dart merged with the Chicago food conglomerate Kraft. Batts subsequently was named president of Dart & Kraft. In 1986, Dart and Kraft spun off its
non-food divisions to form a new company, Premark
International, and Batts was named chairman and CEO.
When Tupperware Corp. was spun off from Premark
International in May 1996, Batts remained chairman of
Premark and became chairman and CEO of Tupperware.
Premark, which stands for "premier trademarks,"
includes such global brands as Hobart, Wilsonart, West
Bend, Florida Tile and Precor, and had $2.3 billion in
sales in 1996. The Wall Street Journal recently ranked
Premark's total shareholder return for one, three, five
and 10 years among the top 20 percent of New York
Stock Exchange companies it analyzed—a track record
Batts considers his "report card" for his 10 years as the
conglomerate's CEO.
It's not surprising that Chairman and CEO Warren Batts puts Tupperware products on a pedestal. The plastic container business,
spun off from Premark International, had $1.4 billion in sales in 1996.

the grounds-maintenance crew.
Tupperware had $1.4 billion in
Warren asks a lot of questions
sales in 1996. Batts, who is retirabout what you think, what you
ing in September, is helping set
do, what you think you should
up the infrastructure—corporate
do—that empowers people."
governance, investor relations,
audit and treasury functions—for
Tupperware to operate as a pubManagement Principles
lic company.
atts describes his manageBatts occupies an immaculate
ment philosophy as consercorner office on the third floor of
vative
and traditional, with a
Premark International's corporate
healthy skepticism of "magic
headquarters in Deerfield, 111. One
answers or silver bullets."
window overlooks a serene green
"1 believe in maintaining high
space dominated by pine trees,
integrity, doing my homework as
while another overlooks the
well as I can and picking the very
Tristate Tollway and the rush of
best people possible," Batts says.
traffic that sweeps by. Batts doesn't Batts confers with Rick Goings, Tupperware presi"Those would be my three overspend much time contemplating
dent, before leaving on another business trip. "Travel
is numero uno in time consumption," Batts says.
riding management principles."
either view—he's out of his office
Picking the "best people" can
more often than he's in it.
be
subjective.
Batts
narrows
the process by targeting
"Travel is numero una in time consumption," says
people
with
proven
records
of
success. "People who have
Batts, who spends three to four days a week shuttling
been
successful
in
the
past
tend
to continue to be successbetween meetings involving Tupperware, Premark and
ful,"
he
says.
But
that
is
not
the
determining
factor.
the financial community. This year, Batts also serves as
"When
doing
reference
checks,
I
basically
check integchairman of the National Association of Manufacturers,
rity.
That
sort
of
gets
downplayed,
but
it
is
still
the essence
which adds to a hectic travel schedule. It's a lifestyle in
of
running
a
large
company.
You've
got
to
trust
people."
which briefcases of old and new mail are exchanged at
Trust,
he
says,
is
also
essential
in
delegating
responsiairports and a beeper is indispensable.
bility.
"I can always find him through the beeper," says
"You have to delegate a great deal in any kind of busiNancy Lutton, who has been his administrative assistant
ness that is larger than what you can do yourself," Batts
at Premark for four years. "We do a lot of communicatobserves. "You don't abdicate; you delegate." In dealing
ing. He doesn't necessarily check in, but if I need him, I
with people, Batts says he attempts to be "very consisbeep him and usually hear back within a few minutes."
tent" to avoid any confusion about what is expected of
Batts is noted for being an extraordinarily approachthem, and he makes himself "very much available."
able executive.
"Warren is soft and warm with regard to people and
"There is a wonderful dichotomy in Warren," says
tough on issues," Goings says. "His approach to overall
Rick Goings, Tupperware president and chief operating
management of a company is very strategic and cerebral.
officer. "He travels well in a boardroom, then he'll go get
He will generally not look for the near-term things that
in a taxi—not get in the back seat, but the front seat. He'll
are going on—he will want to understand the broader
start asking the driver about his life. Warren has a wonissues. He wants to make sure the management of the
derful balance about him. Given his level of success, he's
companies he runs balances its focus between near-term
the most unpretentious person I know."
results and the long term—the real strategic priorities."
It is a quality that has enabled Batts to relate to people
Is he a tough boss? "I'm a pussycat when things are
who work for him at every level of the organization,
going well," Batts laughs.
Goings says. When he dines in the company cafeteria, he
And when things are not going well? After four profitdoesn't pick a table to himself. He knows many employable years, Tupperware is experiencing a tough year in
ees are in awe of sitting with the chairman.
1997. "We came out of the gate soft," Goings says. "When
"He'll go into the cafeteria, pick a table and sit with
things are going well in a business, Warren is the kind of
people," Goings relates. "He'll sit down in the middle of

B
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"I believe in trying to maintain
high integrity, doing my homework
as well as I can and picking
the very best people possible"

guy who is tentative, not assuming that they're going to
continue to do well. However, during times of difficulty,
1 find him collaborative and supportive. If you bring
Warren in on the process early, you have a partner in
working through difficulty, rather than a critic."
Batts is philosophical about business cycles.
"I don't feel much pressure [about the job]," Batts
says. "If you've been around the track many times, you
know how business goes through good periods and bad
periods. The key is to keep plugging."
"Warren is a good teacher because he is one of the
most intense students I know," Goings says. "This is a
guy 64 years old who just got scuba-certified last year.
He keeps a checklist of things he's learning how to do."
Batts works out daily to keep physically fit and enjoys
tennis. Although he owns a set of golf clubs, he says he

seldom plays. For relaxation, he and his wife, Eloise,
whom he married during his sophomore year at Tech,
enjoy traveling and attending cultural events.
In February, Tupperware held a worldwide management team meeting in Monte Carlo. Because not all of the
organization's directors will have an opportunity to meet
Batts before he retires, Goings asked him to make a presentation.
"His presentation was beautiful," Goings says. "It
really moved people. Warren talked about values—the
value of the individual in relationships, and the interaction between business and the concept that if we do
good, we'll do well. If we do good things in our community, we'll do well as a business.
"What makes Warren good as a CEO isn't a lot of
surface flash—it's substance." GT

Co-Op to Career
With a major gift for scholarships, Warren Batts hopes to help other students through the tight "times and places"

A

s a married student trying
to make ends meet during
{ his senior year, a small coop scholarship made all the difference for Warren L. Batts.
And the 1961 electrical engineering graduate hasn't forgotten
how important financial aid can be
to a student on a tight budget.
Batts, chairman of Premark
International and chairman and
chief executive officer of Tupperware Corp., showed his appreciation with a major contribution to
the capital campaign's Cooperative Education Endowment Fund
for scholarships in electrical and
computer engineering.
"Even though I worked my last
year at Georgia Tech—I was a
teaching assistant in the math
department, and 1 worked at the
Engineering Experiment Station
[now Georgia Tech Research Institute]—without a small scholarship

from Westinghouse Electric, I
would not have had enough
money to finish," Batts says.
"That's the driving reason I look
back and say I'd like to help some
other people.
"I realize that there is a huge
amount of financial aid today that
wasn't available when I came
through Tech, but there still could
be times and places where a little
aid might pay off."
Batts, who began his Tech
career at 24 and graduated at 29,
was the oldest student to have
graduated from the co-op program
at the time, says Thomas Akins,
director of the Co-Operative
Division.
"I wouldn't have made it without being able to work my way
through," Batts says. "There was
not too much financial aid. I was
taking my third-quarter chemistry
when Sputnik went up. I think

pre-Sputnik there were virtually
no government funds for college,
or even loans. You either paid
your own way or you borrowed
from your papa."
The Warren L. Batts Co-op
Scholarships are for U.S. citizens
who are full-time co-op students of
good academic standing and majoring in electrical and computer
engineering.
Batts is chairman of the Chicago
Regional Development Council for
the Campaign for Georgia Tech.
He is a former chairman of the
Georgia Tech Advisory Board, and
a former member of the Georgia
Tech Foundation, the Co-op Endowment Campaign Committee,
Electrical Engineering Advisory
Board and 1961 Reunion Fund
Steering Committee. He has been a
supporter of the Georgia Tech
Alumni Roll Call for more than 30
years, GT
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A special rate for Tech fans only. Weekends throughout
football and basketball seasons. Afterward, relax with a
drink. Or enjoy dining in The Restaurant or The Cafe. Then
settle back in a luxurious room at the heart of downtown

Atlanta. For reservations, call your travel professional or
404-659-0400 or 800-241-3333 and ask about the Yellow
Jacket Weekend. For just $155 a night, you can stay at a
legend when you cheer one on.
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Father of
Champions
Retiring Athletics Director Homer Rice returned
pride to the Georgia Tech sports program
By Norman Arey
Photography by Alan David

H

omer Rice is an enigma. You can see what has
happened to Georgia Tech athletics under his
tutelage and still not understand how he did it.
When Rice arrived at Tech in 1980, the Athletic Association had a budget of $2.5 million and was in debt to the
tune of $354,000. As a new member of the Atlantic Coast
Conference, Tech was eager to make a good impression,
but its facilties were in terrible condition, and its athletic
program was in equally bad shape.
"Tech had the absolute worst athletics facilities in the
nation when I got here," Rice says. "It was at the bottom."
Before his arrival, there had been meetings to discuss
whether Tech should disband football, or perhaps move
to a Division III program with no scholarships. Maybe
liquidation of the entire program was in order.
And Rice was reluctant to come. Tech President
Joseph M. Pettit had tried to lure the 53-year-old Rice to
Atlanta on three previous occasions. On the fourth
attempt, Pettit enlisted the support of Bobby Dodd.
"I finally told Dr. Pettit I'd stay for four or five years,"
Rice recalls. "I just felt, after consulting with Dr. Pettit
over several years before I came, that Tech needed some
help then. I thought maybe I could give that help. Looking back, I probably didn't realize exactly what I was
getting into."
Rice spent several months carefully sorting through
the program he inherited.
"I kept a diary for the first year," Rice remembers.
"During the first few months, I had written in the margins: 'Why did 1 take this job?'"
And after a year, things didn't look a heck of a lot
better. Although Rice was able to solve the $354,000 debt
by calling in a favor from an old friend in the television
business and getting the Yellow Jackets on national television, Tech was still foundering.
Football coach Bill C u r r y posted a 1-9-1 m a r k . Basketball coach D w a n e M o r r i s o n directed the Y e l l o w Jackets to
a n 8-18 season the year before Rice came a n d a 4-23 seaTech's trophy collection grew dramatically under Home Rice's
direction; the national football championship was added in 1990.
24
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"It is the right time for the right person who has
the energy and marketing background to maintain
what we have and take it to the next level."

son the year after. Rice decided it was time for a change.
Rice made an unexpected hire—a basketball coach
from Appalachian State with whom almost no one was
familiar. In fact, Rice had been unable to hire his first
choice, or his second, but the one he got would turn the
basketball program around.
Bobby Cremins was the name, and once you got the
hang of his Brooklynese, he was a jewel. Within three
years, the affable Irishman managed an 18-11 record and
pulled off the impossible by winning the ACC basketball
title the following year.
Curry finally posted a winning record in 1982, and
Rice brought in Jim Morris to take over a fairly wellestablished baseball program with the charge to take it to
the next level.
Sports Program Revamped

I

n fact, all of the sports programs began to compete
with the rest of their ACC brethren. Georgia Tech
began a climb that would eventually bring it a national
championship in football and 15 ACC team championships—one in football, three in basketball, five in baseball, five in golf and one in volleyball.
Tech's athletics budget jumped from $2.5 million to
$19 million, and its self-esteem on the athletic field
jumped even higher.
The list of renovated and new facilities are as dramatic
as the championships—the Edge Athletic Center, the
newly renovated basketball arena, the Aquatic Center,
the Bill Moore Student Success Center and the Homer
Rice Center for Sports Performance.
But Rice remains enigmatic. He's not a particularly
gifted public speaker, yet he's made a second career out
of speaking; he's not an overly accomplished writer, yet
he's written the book on athletics administration; he's not
an overpowering personality, but he's one of the top
fundraisers in all of college sports; he's not noted for his
political astuteness, yet still he's served as president of
numerous athletic organizations.
Rice's management style is unique in that he actually
lets people do what he hired them to do. There has been
no micro-management in the athletic department. If Leo
Durocher was a player's coach, Homer Rice was an
employee's employer.
"1 never understood why anyone would hire somebody and then try to do their job for them," he says. "The
whole reason to hire somebody is because they can do
something you can't. I always looked for the best person
available in a certain area and then let them do what they
26
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No micro-manager, Rice's willingness to give coaches freedom
proved a crucial ingredient in renovating the Tech athletic program.

know how to do. The key to good management is to hire
good people and leave them alone."
Rice, at 70, says he simply felt it was time for a change.
"It is the right time for the right person who has the
energy and marketing background to maintain what we
have and take it to the next level," Rice says.
The quiet-spoken, 17-year head of Georgia Tech athletics says he had planned to retire in 1992 at age 65, but
was asked to stay through the Olympic Games.
"I'll stay as long as I'm needed," he said, even as Tech
looked for a successor.
Associate Athletics Director Jack Thompson, who has
been at Tech for more than 30 years, puts Rice in perspective best. "Homer is a true visionary," he says. "A lot of
things he wanted to do, nobody else could see. But he
had the vision, and he had a plan. He made it happen,
and Tech is better for it." GT
Norman Arey covers Georgia Tech sports for the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution.

The Rice Legacy
Homer Rice left an indelible mark on Georgia Tech

H

omer Rice's retirement
ends his tenure as one of
sports' most innovative
and respected leaders. "It has
been my privilege to serve Georgia Tech for the past 17 years,"
Rice says, "and I shall always be
indebted. The support of so many
in the Tech family has been overwhelming."
Rice will remain with the
Athletic Association as a development consultant, working on a
variety of special fundraising
projects.
"Heisman, Alexander, Dodd,
Ross, and now Rice. Those are
some of the outstanding names
associated with Georgia Tech
athletics," says Dr. Wayne
Clough, president of Tech, "and it
is indeed select company Homer
joins. Like those other greats
before him, this man has left an
indelible mark on Georgia Tech."
Rice leaves behind an impressive array of athletics facilities,
successful sports, big-name
coaches and successful studentathletes. From the magnificent
Aquatic Center of the 1996 Olympics to the Center for Sports
Performance that bears his name,
Rice has overseen the total
revamping of an athletics infrastructure once one of the worst in
the ACC Tech is one of the few
technically oriented universities
in the nation to compete at the
Division I level in sports, and
under Rice's leadership, it has
competed very successfully.
Accomplishments of the Rice
era include:
• National champions in football
in 1990;
• A Final Four appearance in
1990 and five Sweet 16 appear-

ances in men's basketball;
• An N.W.I.T. championship for the
Lady Jackets in basketball in 1992;
• No. 1 rankings in football, basketball, baseball and golf;
• 17 ACC Coach of the Year and 17
ACC Player of the Year winners; and
• Three Olympic medalists in track,
including four gold medals.
"I am very grateful to our coaches
and staff who have been integral in
our success and who have always
carried our message with the highest
degree of integrity," Rice says.
Rice has enjoyed a long and distinguished career in coaching and
athletics management since starting
out as a high school football coach in
Wartburg, Tenn., in 1951. His collegiate coaching career covered Kentucky, Oklahoma, Cincinnati and
Rice University, and he is perhaps
best remembered as the designer of
the triple-option offense. He was
head coach of the Cincinnati Bengals
for the 1978-79 season. Rice served
as athletics director at three universities—North Carolina (1969-75),
where he built that program into a
national power; Rice University
(1976-77); and Tech (1980-97).
He developed the highly acclaimed Total Person Concept in the
1980s and used it at Tech to mold a
generation of athletes who excelled
in the classroom, on the field and in
life. It has served as the model for
more than 170 schools around the
country and is the basis of the
NCAA "CHAMPS" program. Some
of his most notable graduates include the 1996 Olympic gold medalist in the 400-meter hurdles, Derrick
Adkins; NBA All-Star Mark Price of
Washington; PGA Tour professionals David Duval and Stewart Cink;
WNBA draft pick Kisha Ford; and
1997 Super Bowl participants Dorsey

Levens and Willie Clay.
"To witness our student-athletes perform at a championship
level on the field and earn their
degrees at one of the greatest
schools in America has been a
high point for me," Rice says.
His most recent innovation is
the Homer Rice Center for Sports
Performance, bringing high-tech
aids in motion analysis, vision
analysis, nutrition, sports physiology and sports psychology to aid
collegiate athletes.
Rice is one of few living individuals to have a trophy named
in his honor. His colleagues in the
National Association of Collegiate
Directors of Athletics established
the Homer Rice Award to honor
the A.D. or conference commissioner who most contributes exemplary service to college athletics. Rice has served as president
of the NACD, chairman of the
NCAA Football Rules Committee,
chairman of the NCAA Television
Committee and chairman of the
ACC Rules Committee.
Clough cites Rice's honorable
leadership in building a program
both athletically successful and of
the highest integrity. Tech has
one of the few Division I collegiate athletics programs that has
never been on probation in any
sport. It is one of a handful of
universities in total compliance
with Title IX. Georgia Tech is the
only major technological university with a Division I intercollegiate sports program.
"During his watch," Clough
says, "Tech athletic programs
have been beyond reproach." CT
For a profile of Rice's newly
appointed successor, see page 29.
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An All-Star Leader
Georgia Tech names Virginia Tech's Dave Braine new director of athletics

C

iting success in building
Virginia Tech into national
prominence in football and
basketball while also earning academic achievement in the classroom, Georgia Tech President
Wayne Clough named Virginia
Tech's Dave Braine the sixth athletics director in the history of the
Institute.
Braine, 53, who comes after a
successful 10-year tenure at the
Blacksburg school, helped lead the
Hokies to back-to-back berths in
the Sugar and Orange Bowls in
football, an NIT Championship in
basketball and nine Atlantic 10
Conference titles in Olympic
sports. Just as impressively, Braine
oversaw an increase in women's
athletics and funding that made
the Hokies one of only nine colleges in compliance with Title IX.
Virginia Tech's resurgence
under Braine included gains in
student-athletes' scholarship.
"David's program has a graduation rate for student-athletes of 70
percent—12 percent above the
national average for Division I
schools," Clough says.
"I'm excited about the opportunity to become the director of athletics at Tech," Braine says. "It's a
great honor to continue and build
upon the foundation which Homer
Rice has established."
A highly regarded veteran collegiate administrator, Braine has
ties to Georgia Tech and the Atlantic Coast Conference. A native of
Grove City, Pa., Braine was a
three-time football letterman
(1962-64) at the University of
North Carolina, earning both his
bachelor's (1965) and his master's
degrees (1966) from UNC.
Braine served as a defensive

assistant football coach at Georgia
Tech for two years in 1974-75 under Pepper Rodgers, and he
coached one of the nation's topranked secondaries in 1974.
Prom 1976 until being named
director of athletics at Virginia
Tech in 1988, Braine held a number of posts around the nation. He
is currently in his 13th year as a
Division I director of athletics.
Braine inherited a Hokie program that was plagued with academic, NCAA compliance and
financial problems, and he gave
the university a new program that
emphasizes the quality of student
life.
He has also overseen significant
improvements in Virginia Tech's
athletic facilities which include the
$10 million Merryman Center; a
new outdoor track and soccer
complex; English Field, Tech's new
baseball stadium; and the new
women's softball complex.
"Dave Braine helped raise
Virginia Tech athletics to a new
level," says school President Paul
Torgersen. "He gave leadership to
Virginia Tech's admittance to the
Big East football conference
and its participation
in the Atlantic 10
Conference for our
other sports.
"Because of his leadership," Torgersen says,
"Virginia Tech is a national leader in efforts to
provide equal opportunity for men's and

women's athletic programs. And,
most important of all, Dave Braine
helped the Virginia Tech program
achieve a balance between our
pursuit of athletic achievement
and academic merit. Today our
student-athletes graduate at a rate
almost equal to the rest of the
student body."
Braine is married to the former
Carole Bowles of Richmond, Va.
The couple has four children: Jennifer, a speech pathologist in Richmond; Steven, a sales marketing
representative with ISP Sports;
Bill, an accountant for the firm of
Ernst & Young; and Meredith, a
senior at Virginia Tech who is an
all-Atlantic 10 Conference standout in Hokie volleyball, GT

jpm

Dave Braine made
promises of hard work
and commitment to
build on Tech's
athletic foundation.
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You can't see global warming on Skidaway Isl
or even much smog. Ifs just a quiet little island
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lc^nd. Or ozone holes, or disappearing rainforest,
off the Georgia coast near Savannah, and looking
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at the water birds gliding elegantly above the way
beset by environmental problems. But the dama
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ryes, if s easy to forget about other areas of the earth
i&ge is there, even if it lurks beneath the waves.
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Searcbin
Georgia Tech works toward a healthier planet for the 21st century
By Michael Terrazas
Photography by Gary Meek

A

t the Skidaway Island Institute, Dr. Michael
Saunders from Tech's School of Civil and
Environmental Engineering works with
i graduate students to study minute traces of
contaminants in the soil, looking for ways to measure
and remove them.
Saunders' work is just one example of a body of
research going on at Tech under the heading of
"sustainability." One of the newer buzzwords to hit
scientific circles, sustainability evolved out of growing
concern for the environment and a need to take social
and economic factors into account when considering
ways to minimize the damage humans do to Mother
Nature.
Sustainability is not a simple term to define; even
high-level academics and scientists have trouble agreeing on exactly what the word means, or should mean. A
good starting point is to recognize
the difference between "environmentalism" and sustainability;
whereas environmental
research more often than not
refers to correcting some
wrong already done to the
ecosystem—for example, cleaning up a toxic waste site—
sustainable research refers to
finding a way to make a product
or provide a service that
may already
exist but

doing it with minimal cost to the environment. And,
depending on whom you ask, it sometimes goes beyond
that.
"I really think the key to sustainable technology is
what I would refer to as 'smart' technologies," says Dr.
William Chameides, Regents Professor in the School of
Earth and Atmospheric Sciences. "We will design technological systems—like traffic-control systems or power
generation and distribution systems—that will take a
variety of factors into account and optimize them, in
terms of not only economic factors, but also environmental factors."
But whether talking about a single piece of technology or a system-wide approach, one basic definition of
sustainability most people agree on is providing for the
needs of the current generation without compromising
the ability of future generations to provide for theirs. A
completely sustainable world would systematically
reduce its dependence on nonrenewable resources and
would manufacture products and provide services that
operate in harmony with natural systems.
"The fundamental concept of sustainability is the
recognition that there's a connection between economic
and environmental health; the key to a healthy environment, and therefore a healthy economy, is technology,"
says Chameides. "Most people do not think of Georgia
Tech as being involved in the environment, but because
high technology is so key to environmental health in the
future, we have a tremendous opportunity. We recognize that opportunity, and we're building a major
program."
Work is Long Under Way

"Georgia Tech is not an
island separated from
the rest of the world; one
of the ways we interact is to
have partnerships with industry in
sustainability.'-Dr. Charles Liotta
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F

ive years ago, with a $1 million grant
from the General Electric Foundation,
Georgia Tech established the Center for
Sustainable Technology (CST) to incorporate
the concepts of sustainability into the engineering curriculum. In 1995, Tech announced

Georgia Tech scientists on Skidaway Island are seeking ways to measure and possibly remove minute contaminants from the soil.

in its strategic plan that it "seeks to create an enriched,
more prosperous, and sustainable society for the citizens of Georgia, the nation, and the world." And in
May 1996 a group of faculty and administrators met at
Callaway Gardens to assess the wide range of
sustainability activities that had emerged on campus.
What they found were hundreds of people working
independently on "green" projects; all they lacked was
a central coordinating entity.
Last fall, Dr. Jean-Lou Chameau, vice-provost for
Research, took a step toward providing that body by
forming the Sustainability Task Force. Comprising representatives from across campus, its mission is to study
the issue and recommend to Tech's administration what
is needed "to foster a culture of sustainability Institutewide," according to co-chairs Carol Foley and Dr.
Charles Liotta.
"It's hard to define the community of researchers in
sustainable technology because if you're looking at, say,
chemical-engineering processes or mechanical-engineering design issues, it's hard to say what is or what
isn't relevant to a sustainable society," says Foley, MS
TASP '88, managing director of CST. "But there are
some principles of sustainability that will help determine whether or not we're going in the right direction.
"Our goal is to have these principles permeate the
curriculum and degree programs at Tech. After
four years, a graduate will walk through these
doors—not with a degree in sustainability—but
as an engineer, scientist, architect or another
kind of professional who is sensitive to the
issues important to a sustainable society."
"The philosophy and direction we develop with the help of our colleagues
will be our philosophic principles as we
enter the 21st century," says Liotta, a
professor in the School of Chemistry
and Biochemistry. "This is extremely
important."

One key the task force envisions helping the process
along is encouraging and developing long-term partnerships between Georgia Tech and the private sector.
In one of the more influential works in recent environmental thought, The Ecology of Commerce, author Paul
Hawken asserts that industry, as the most pervasive
and powerful institution in the world, has the responsibility to lead the effort to become more environmentally
responsible.
"One of the things that's exciting about being at a
place like Georgia Tech," Foley says, "is we have a
strong relationship with industry that will allow us to
have a significant impact on sustainability through
industry-academic collaboration."
Another asset is the Georgia Research Alliance
(GRA). Founded six years ago, GRA works to foster
cooperation between government, industry and
academia to advance research in three
areas: telecommunication, biotechnology and environmental technology. It helps in securing the $700
million in research dollars that go
annually to its six member research universities, of which Tech
is one. GRA's goal is to raise
g ^
that figure to $1 billion by
the turn of the century.
GRA created the
Georgia Environmental Technology Con-
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Across the spectrum m Tech research, scientists
sortium specifically to deal with environmental
research, and though GRA President Bill Todd, IM 7 1 ,
says it is difficult to calculate exactly how much of the
$700 million goes to this kind of research, the figure is
in the tens of millions.
"The industry is a little harder to pin down," Todd
says. "It's so vast. But we believe the environmental
technology segment of the 21st century economy will
be significant, and we want to be a player."
As far as bricks and mortar, the CEE school broke
ground in May on a 30,000-square-foot Sustainable
Education Building on Atlantic Drive between the
Mason and Bunger-Henry buildings. The facility, to be
completed in March, will house classrooms, an electronic library, an exhibit hall, a multimedia theater and
office space for 18 faculty and 40 graduate students.
"This building is a major addition to our capabilities," says CEE Chair Dr. Mike Meyer. "It is one of the
most important additions since the Mason Building
was constructed in the late 1960s."
And Tech is currently planning to construct a major
facility, the Environmental Science and Technology
Building, that will bring together several units across
campus that play key roles in research and education
initiatives related to sustainability and environmental
technologies. This project has the highest priority on
the Institute's capital program, Chameau says.
Finally, those committed to sustainability at Tech
enjoy solid support from the administration. Chameau
came back to Tech as a GRA eminent scholar in September 1995 after a stint with the Atlanta environmental consulting firm Colder Associates; before going to
Golder, he founded CST while director of the CEE
School, and he is deeply involved in this field of research and education.
"My role is to promote sustainability, to make faculty members aware of what we view as being important issues, as well as make them aware of important
opportunities," Chameau says. "I'm not the one who's
actually doing these things—I try to be the person
pushing the idea as well as trying to provide some
resources to make it a success."
Just the fact that Tech lured Chameau back is a sign
of the Institute's commitment to sustainability, Liotta
says. "[Chameau] has a sensitivity about this that is
wonderful, and he and Carol [Foley] are driving forces
to move into the 21st century with this new culture,
whatever that new culture may be."
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By combining economics and environment, scie
Everything Counts in Large Amounts

E

ven if a concrete definition for sustainable
research could be pinned down, it is difficult to
summarize all the different projects in the area
going on at Georgia Tech. In 1990, a faculty survey
found that 200 researchers felt their work fell under the
heading of sustainability, and that number has grown
in the last seven years.
Still, it's helpful to illustrate how disparate the research can be, even at the risk of excluding some
equally important projects. Areas that seemingly would
have no environmental impact are involved because
ultimately everything affects the natural world in some
way, be it the construction materials and development
plan for a new strip mall, the chemicals and heavy metals used in electronics or the materials selected in the
earliest phase of manufacturing design.
In fact, product design is one of the more crucial
aspects of sustainability. Some countries in Europe have
enacted "take-back" legislation, which makes a manufacturer responsible for a product over its entire life
cycle. A company that makes dishwashers, for example,
is responsible for making sure those dishwashers don't
someday end up in a landfill. Consumers
can return the dishwashers to the
company, or it can institute a program to pick them up, but either
way, the manufacturer must safely
dispose of them.
Due to the take-back legislation, it
now behooves European manufacturers (and may soon do so for American companies) to design their
products to be easily disassembled, recycled or
remanufactured at the end of
their useful lives. Dr. Bert
Bras, an assistant professor in
Mechanical Engineering, is
finding ways to educate both
students and working designers about product life
cycles and to give them the
tools to incorporate that
knowledge during the earliest design phase. Bras
works with his graduate
students to develop com-
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prehensive databases designers can use to assess instantly the recyclability of any material, and he gives
seminars to private industry.
"Companies are starting to look at life-cycle costs,"
Bras says. "For example, mercury switches are the
cheapest thing to buy when you want to have a good,
working switch, However, [with mercury] you have a
hazardous substance that you have to have permits for,
and at the end you can't throw it in a landfill because
mercury is regulated. So if you start adding those costs
in, suddenly [mercury] becomes a lot more expensive
than a solid-state switch."
Liotta and Dr. Charles Eckert in Chemical Engineering head up Tech's Specialty Separations Center, which
works with companies to develop environmentally
benign chemical processes, specifically separations.
Comprising 14 faculty and nearly 100 graduate and
undergraduate students, the center establishes working
partnerships with government and industry in such
varied fields as petroleum, chemicals, pharmaceuticals,
biotechnology, pulp and paper, food and environmentalism.
"Georgia Tech is not an island separated from the
rest of the world; one of the ways we interact is to have
partnerships with industry in sustainability," Liotta
says. "We don't just want your money—if you provide
us the money and the resources to do research, we want
you to be a partner with us. That means you have to be
on oral committees for the students; you have to visit us
and allow the students to visit your company; you have
to take part in the decision making."
At Skidaway Island, Saunders' work in
sediment remediation involves a team
from Clark Atlanta University in another GRA-sponsored project. Most
contaminants in water attach themselves to soil particles, which then are
carried downstream in rivers but
tend to collect in estuaries such as the
mouth of the Savannah River or
Florida's Apalachicola Bay. Layer
upon layer of contaminated sediment
"My role is to promote sustainability, to
make faculty members aware of what the
Tech administration views as being important
issues, as well as make them aware of important opportunities."—Dr. Jean-Lou Chameau

pile up, and no one knows what happens to the trace
elements of contaminants once they settle. Do they stay
buried? Do they progress up the food chain from plankton to fish, birds and eventually humans?
"We must look at these net reactions and come up
with an answer to where it's going," Saunders says.
"The system could be the small water column above the
sediment; it could be the plant coming out the top of
that, or it could be the entire southeastern Atlantic coast
around to the Gulf coast.
"Skidaway's not the only one," Saunders says.
"We're also looking at spills, etc., in the context of innovative technologies. We have interest from Alcoa, which
has another site, and they want to see if they can
remediate it with plants, using salt marshes as living
systems to remediate sites. There are a lot of fundamental issues we're having to pursue with that, to determine what they can and cannot do."
And, of course, there are the research projects that
are more traditionally identified with environmentalism. In the field of solar power, Ajeet Rohatgi and
Miroslav Begovic of the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, and Richard Long of Tech's facilities
office, took $5.2 million from the Institute, Georgia
Power and the Energy Department and created the

largest photovoltaic system in the world atop Tech's
Aquatic Center.
Two arrays—2,856 solar panels—produce a combined 345 kilowatts per hour, enough to power 70
homes and save Tech $30,000 to $45,000 a year in energy costs.
In Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Dr. Shaw Liu is
the Georgia Power-GRA eminent scholar on air quality
and is involved along with Chameides and other EAS
professors in a range of projects studying atmospheric
conditions in Georgia, across the country and around
the world. Liu examines the concentrations of ozone,
particulate matter, sulfates, hydrocarbons and other
substances in both lower and upper atmospheres.
"We're talking about environmental impact, but it's
also economic impact," Liu says. "When you're talking
about controlling greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide,
you're talking almost about the standard of living of the
whole civilization—a few trillion dollars. The impact on
the economy is just so profound."

A Complete Paradigm Shift

W

hat needs to happen to achieve sustainability—
not only at Georgia Tech, but also in society as
a whole—is to make the concept central to the
human mindset. If "sustainable research" is defined as
research that incorporates environmental consider-
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Tech is educating a "new breed" of scientist.
ations, both long and short term, then eventually all
research should qualify, not just specific "green"
projects. This is the kind of culture shift the
Sustainability Task Force is addressing.
"Universities can play the critical role of educating
future generations of scientists, engineers, managers
and other professionals with the culture changes built
into the educational programs," Chameau says. "In the
long term, the changes will come from this 'new breed'
of scientists and engineers."
Besides the CEE School (which changed its name to
include environmental engineering four years ago),
many departments either incorporate sustainability into
existing curricula or offer courses dealing specifically
with the concept: Bras' enviromentally conscious design
course, or the several sustainability and environmental
ethics courses in the School of Public Policy, to name a
few.
"Sustainability is really more a social concept than a
technical concept," says Dr. Bryan Norton, a professor
in public policy. "At Georgia Tech, we are now developing an expertise in the areas surrounding technology
and technological applications, so that students have
the opportunity and are encouraged to look at the
broader issues. They should have some social context
for [later in their careers] when they're making the big
decisions."
Central to the mission of creating a culture of
sustainability is ingraining the idea in students and
working professionals that industry can "do well by
doing good." Much of the environmental-technology
industry is driven by regulatory pressure—the
government sets a new, more stringent limit on
what a corporation can emit into the air or water, and the corporation tries to develop new
technologies to comply. As a result, industry
often comes to view progress in sustainability
as simply another
expense.
But it doesn't have
to be that way. For
example, in agriculture, by finding a way
to limit pesticide and
herbicide use, farmers
not only do less damage to the soil, but
also spend less on
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chemicals. And they reduce the amount of toxins seeping into the groundwater, which will prove beneficial in
the long run.
Paul Hawken argues that if the total cost of business—including product life-cycle considerations, nonrenewable resource depletion, and waste disposal and
clean-up—were figured into the price of products in the
marketplace, companies would see it is actually cost
efficient to go green. Indeed, future businesses may find
themselves competing to be the most environmental,
with the lion's share of profits going to the winner.

No Time to Waste

T

he Union of Concerned Scientists, a Massachusetts organization that boasts among its 1,000
members some 100 Nobel laureates, estimates the
earth has anywhere from one to a few decades before
reaching the point at which environmental degradation
will continue, regardless of human behavior.
Some may dismiss this view as alarmist. Foley says
even if it is true, the next 50 years is enough time to
change our ways. "You're looking at 20- to 50-year time
horizons, and that's a lifetime of research advances and
graduates at Georgia Tech," she says. "A typical research project lasts three, maybe five years; if we're
talking about time being short to save humanity, we're
still thinking of a human lifetime.
"It's not like we're starting today; we're building on
momentum that has been developing here at Tech for
more than 10 years. Now we're really focusing our
efforts and showing them to the
rest of the world." GT

The Greening of a CEO
Ray Anderson and Interface have decided to lead, not follow

E

piphanies rarely come announced. Ray Anderson's
came shortly after he'd been
asked to talk on a subject he knew
next to nothing about. The president of the research arm of Interface Inc., a commercial carpet-tile
manufacturer of which Anderson is
founder, chairman and CEO, asked
Anderson to deliver the keynote
address to a task force of members
from all of Interface's companies
worldwide. The subject? Interface's
environmental vision.
"I realized I had no environmental vision," Anderson, IE '56, admits. Then someone handed him
Paul Hawken's The Ecology of Commerce for inspiration. "That book
changed my life. I wasn't halfway
through it before I had found the
vision I was looking for."
That vision, and the company's
subsequent action to realize it, have
turned Interface into one of the
most eco-friendly and daring firms
in North America. Last year, Global
Green President Mikhail Gorbachev
presented Anderson with its inaugural Millenium Award for corporate environmental leadership, and
Anderson is now industry co-chair
of the President's Council for Sustainable Development, established
by President Bill Clinton in 1993.
EcoSense, the name Interface
ascribed to its environmental initiatives, incorporates a range of activities both internal and external.
Chief among its varied aspects is
the Evergreen Lease Program, developed in accordance with
Hawken's "product
of service" concept.
Under the Evergreen
Lease, Interface clients lease carpet
rather than buy it,

and Interface remains responsible
for its upkeep, removal and ultimate recycling.
"We must redesign commerce
and redefine our role as manufacturers and suppliers of products
and services," Anderson says. "We
are preparing to provide cradle-tocradle service—'cradle-to-cradle,'
including recycling and reincarnation.'"
The program has been slow to
take off. To make it economically
feasible, clients must sign on to a
21-year lease, which precludes
start-ups and small companies.
Also, financial institutions have
been slow to embrace the lease's
concept. Still, Anderson remains
confident more clients will sign on.
EcoSense also means educating
each of Interface's 6,000-pIus employees, from upper management
right down to the factory floor,
about the company's environmental objectives. To
this end, Interface will set
up kiosks in its facilities
with access to the
EcoSense World Wide
Web site, so that all may
explore
sustainability
and their
employer's
commitment
to it.
"It's not
easy to get
6,000
associates to

accept a role in a cause," Anderson
says. "I cannot dictate, nor can
anyone else, what someone will
believe in his or her heart. It's just
basically our internally focused
effort to do what's right."
Interface also is a member of the
U.S. Green Building Council, Business for Social Responsibility and
the EnviroSense Consortium, which
Interface founded. Anderson wants
not only to educate his own people,
but also try to influence his suppliers and even competitors to begin
adopting sustainable manufacturing processes.
Still, Anderson is a realist. He
knows he cannot force corporate
America to see what it is doing to
the earth; he realizes he cannot
make developing countries stop
their environmentally destructive
efforts to catch up to the West.
"I don't have an answer for
society," Anderson admits.
"But when I was a child in
Sunday School, we sang a
song, 'Brighten the corner
where you are.' So that's
what we're doing. We
must change our ways,
or nature will do it
for us." —
Michael
Terrazas
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Mission Critical
Seven strategic traps can ensnare even the smartest companies
By Gregory G. Dess, IE 7 1 , and Joseph C. Picken
Illustrations by Mac Evans

Y

ou're at the starting line of the Olympic 400-meter hurdles—it's the finals! The roar of
the crowd is tremendous, but it doesn't affect your concentration. You know who the
competitors are—three on your right, four on your left—and you've been here before.

The rules are the same—everyone stays in his lane—and the track and the hurdles are no differ-

ent from the last hundred times you ran this race. Everything's set—it's a matter of execution
now—get into your rhythm—don't trip over the hurdles—and get to the finish line first!
We're not all Olympic sprinters, but we're all in a race. As a manager, regardless of
your level or the size of your organization, you're responsible. You're the one who
must set the direction. You're the one who has to lead the charge and get your organi42
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zation to the finish line first. In the corporate strategy arena, however, things are a lot
tougher and more complex than they are on the track.
The rules are different and always changing. The finish line is a moving target. You
know who some competitors are, but as a few fall by the wayside, new entrants keep
trying to crowd into your lane. The barriers in your path keep moving and changing—
sometimes higher, sometimes lower, sometimes closer, sometimes farther away—so it's
tough to get into a rhythm. You had a plan, but it fell apart when the first hurdle
moved away from you and doubled in height. Now you're behind and trying to catch
up to that new guy who came out of the crowd and moved ahead in your lane.
You're a strategic manager. Your job is simple, right? Get ahead, stay ahead,
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The best of strategies, poorly
implemented, is of little value. A
flawed strategy is doomed to failure.

avoid the obstacles and keep from being blindsided by
the competitor who tries to muscle his way into your
lane. And the stakes are higher—no silver medal for
second in this race. The mission is critical—your company, your employees, probably your job, depend on
your success in the arena. Your success depends on your
ability to develop and implement a winning strategy—
one that will put your organization ahead and keep you
in the lead.
A lot of things can happen between the starting point
and the finish line, and most of them, even if they don't
knock you out of the race, can keep you from moving
into the fast lane. Some firms have stumbled badly midway through the race. Consider, for example:
• A.T. Cross Co.'s pens were muscled out of the fast
lane by a new competitor.
• Microsoft missed a turn at the Internet signpost and
has scrambled to play catch-up.
• Murphy (of Murphy's Law fame) caught up with
Raytheon and left the Beech
Starship at the starting line.
• Food Lion blew its
lead—putting its head
down, it drove hard for
the finish—and failed to
notice that the last
hurdle was higher than
all the rest.
• The Dole Food Co.
tried to hedge its bets by
entering another event—and
ended up losing its track shirt.
• Morrison Knudsen entered
a promising draft choice in the
race and watched him crash
headlong into the grandstand.
• Greyhound's dog almost died from an overdose
of technology.
Each of these examples is a sobering
reminder that the
task of strategic
management is not
an easy one. Every
situation is
unique, but a
common thread
runs through
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them all. Each case involved one or more fundamental
strategic errors, either in the formulation of strategy or in
its implementation. Each CEO fell into a different strategic trap, but their mistakes were not unique (no consolation prize for creativity here!). Strategic traps are not
confined to a particular industry or business environment, and they do not discriminate on the basis of the
size or the age of the organization. As one sifts through
the ashes of strategic failure, the same fundamental errors appear again and again, as if each CEO was blind to
the lessons of history.
The Sport of Management

A

s we noted earlier, this is about strategy: not about
how to formulate it (dozens of books have already
been written), not about how to implement it (probably a
few hundred more), and not about how to manage or
control it (sorry, we've run out of fingers and toes). This
book is, very simply, about how not to mess it up—how
to avoid the fatal strategic errors that have,
again and again, caused the best-laid of
plans to go astray.
Over the years, we've observed that
strategic management has a lot in common with sports. Sportscasters will tell
you—it's a bona fide cliche that the
teams that win the big games are
the ones that avoid turnovers,
those costly mistakes that make
the difference between winning
and losing. In Super Bowl XXX,
Neil O'Donnell of the Pittsburgh
Steelers had better numbers in almost
every category than Troy Aikman of the
Dallas Cowboys; O'Donnell threw for more
yards, had more completions and passed for
more touchdowns. But he also threw two
interceptions. More than
anything he did right, those
two critical errors made the
difference in the game.
In baseball they keep
track of the errors, the walks
and the wild pitches. In football, they count the fumbles
and the interceptions. And in
basketball, the number of
turnovers is an important statistic. There must be a reason

why, and there is. The team that makes the fewest errors,
the pitcher who gives up the fewest walks, and the quarterback who avoids the critical interception usually
comes out on top. And the same ought to be true in the
competitive arena of any industry.
The focus in business, however, is often very different.
Perhaps it has to do with the emphasis of the business
press and its fascination with the bold strategic move, the
exciting new technology, the mega-merger or the colorful
charisma of the high-profile business leader. Perhaps it
has to do with the proliferation of management consultants and advisers with a seemingly endless parade of
"one-size-fits-all" solutions in search of a problem. But
reengineering, Total Quality Management, strategic
outsourcing, empowerment and the like are not strategies. Nor are they solutions. Rather, they are tools, to be
used only when appropriate as one of several elements in
the implementation of a well-crafted strategy.
Have we lost our focus? It seems so. How many times
does last year's highflyer come crashing down in a spectacular failure? Or a promising entrepreneurial startup
fail to get off the ground? All too often. Frequently, the
autopsy (with the benefit of hindsight) reports a familiar
cause of death—one of the handful of common strategic
errors that seem to be made over and over again. We've
worked with hundreds of companies over the years and
conducted more than a few autopsies. As we reflect on
our experiences, we've reached what now appears to be a
fairly obvious conclusion:
The best of strategies, poorly implemented, is of little
value. A flawed strategy—no matter how brilliant the
leadership, no matter how effective the implementation—is doomed to failure. A sound strategy, implemented without error, wins every time.
In football, a well-designed game plan falls apart
when a team fumbles on its own 5-yard line. In
baseball, a superbly pitched game ends up in the
loss column when the reliever blows a lead in the
ninth inning. In business, excellent strategies often
fail when errors are made in implementation. And
even the best of leaders can't win with a fundamentally flawed strategy.
We're convinced that avoiding the common strategic
error, the mistake that torpedoes an otherwise valid
strategy or implementation, is the surest way to success.
The strategy need not be brilliant, just sound and well
conceived. It doesn't take the world's greatest leader to
succeed in implementation, just one who doesn't make
any really dumb mistakes. And it's not all that hard to

avoid the most common strategic traps—if you know
what to look for. But somehow, the same fundamental
mistakes keep cropping up, again and again. Why?

About the Author
Gregory G. Dess, IE ' 7 1 , is "one of the nation's
leading scholars in strategic management," says
Richard W. Furst, dean of the University of
Kentucky's Carol Martin Gatton College of
Business and Economics. Dess holds the
Gatton Endowed Chair in Leadership
and Strategic Management at Kentucky.
This article is excerpted from Mission
Critical: The 7 Strategic Traps that Derail Even the Smartest Companies,
published by Irwin Professional Publishing, Burr Ridge, III. Dess is also
co-author of the textbook Strategic
Management [McGraw-Hill, 1993]. He
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Growth, innovation and the pursuit of
opportunities are the essence of most
successful competitive strategies.

The Best Teacher Is...

W

e all know that we learn from
experience, but most often we
learn from our own mistakes, not
from the mistakes of others.
Why can't business leaders
learn from the mistakes of their
peers and predecessors? We've
got two theories. First, strategies
are about the future, and most
strategists are, by nature, optimists. There's a natural tendency
to focus on the positive side of
future events, to assume that things
will go right and work out as planned, and
little attention is typically paid to what
might go wrong. Second, even when strategists acknowledge the possibility of failure,
they tend to see every situation as unique and thus
discount the patterns of failure that might be discerned
from a careful analysis of the mistakes made by others
before them.

Seven Strategic Traps

W

e believe there is much to be gained from examining the strategic failures of others. As we've sifted
through the ashes of numerous failures, we've observed
that the root causes are often closely similar, with only
minor variations on the theme appearing in each case.
We have identified seven of the most common causes of
strategic failure and labeled them as the "seven strategic
traps." Although our list of errors is far from exhaustive,
it is clearly representative. All too frequently, as they
formulate and attempt to implement their strategies,
organizations end up entangled in one or more of the
following strategic traps:

• Strategic Trap No. 1—Blind spots: Misreading
the environmental tea leaves. Failing to recognize and
understand the implications of events and changing conditions in the competitive environment.
• S t r a t e g i c Trap No. 2—Flawed assumptions:
Right strategy—wrong problem. Basing strategies on a
flawed set of assumptions or premises, or failing to react
when changing circumstances render the initial assumptions and premises invalid.
• S t r a t e g i c Trap No. 3—Creating competitive
(dis)advantage. Pursuing a one-dimensional strategy
that fails to create or sustain a long-term competitive
advantage.
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• Strategic Trap
No. 4—
Subtracting
value by adding businesses.
Diversifying,
for all the
wrong reasons,
into areas of activity that fail to
add value for
investors.
Even sound
strategies can fail in
implementation, especially when leaders are
snared in one or more of the following strategic traps:
• Strategic Trap No. 5—Tripping over the barriers. Failing to structure and implement mechanisms to
ensure the coordination and integration of core processes
and key functions across organizational boundaries.
• S t r a t e g i c Trap No. 6—Arbitrary goals; unbalanced controls. Setting arbitrary and inflexible goals and
implementing a system of controls that fails to achieve a
balance among culture, rewards and boundaries.
• Strategic Trap No. 7—A failure of leadership.
Ignoring basic principles and failing to provide the leadership essential to the successful implementation of strategic change.
While any one of these strategic traps may by itself be
sufficient to trigger a strategic failure, the ultimate collapse of an organization is most often caused by a combination of several problems. Frequently, these strategic
traps are closely intertwined, and an organization exhibiting the symptoms of one malady will likely be vulnerable to another in relatively short order, compounding its
problems and making it even more difficult to recover.
Clearly the safest and surest path to strategic success lies
in avoiding these pitfalls altogether.
Our admonition to proceed with due caution should
not be interpreted as a call to adopt a defensive posture
and hold your ground, lest you commit a fatal error. On
the contrary, we believe that strategy-making should be
externally focused, positive and proactive. Growth, innovation and the pursuit of opportunities are the essence of
most successful competitive strategies. The identification
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of innovative products or service opportunities and the
aggressive pursuit of new and expanded markets generally offer the potential for greater returns than alternative
strategic postures. We would argue, however, that the
blind pursuit of opportunity, while ignoring the most
common sources of strategic failure, is a high-risk course
of action less likely to result in success than it is in failure.
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A Sound Strategy, Implemented Without Error

O

ur central theme is that a sound strategy, implemented without error, is far more likely to come
home a winner than the most brilliant and innovative of
strategies, poorly implemented. And even the most competent of leaders will struggle to succeed in executing a
fundamentally flawed strategy. A well-crafted strategy
that avoids the obvious strategic errors, coupled with an
effectively managed implementation that steers clear of
the most common strategic traps, is generally a winner.
The organization's accomplishments may not put its
leaders on the cover of Fortune or Forbes, but it is a winner by any account, as the successful implementation of a
sound strategy creates jobs, generates profits and provides returns for its shareholders. Thousands of wellmanaged companies, most of which you've probably
never heard of, make our point.
If the surest way to success is the avoidance of strategic errors, how does one begin? Sound strategies:
• Begin with a clear and unbiased interpretation of
conditions in the competitive environment.
• Reflect an internally consistent set of assumptions
about organizational purpose and capabilities.
• Emphasize the organizational competencies that
can provide sustainable competitive advantage.
• Avoid unwarranted diversification that dilutes
shareholder values.
Error-free implementation requires:
• Effective mechanisms for coordination and integration.
• A balanced approach to strategic control.
• The guidance and inspiration of an effective leader.
Each of these ingredients is essential for success. None
is sufficient by itself.
Our seven strategic traps are the antithesis of these
basic requirements. Organizations that fail to anticipate
and provide effectively for each of these needs are, in effect, wandering through an unfamiliar jungle wearing a
blindfold. Such an approach is foolhardy and usually
results in an untimely plunge into one or more of the common strategic traps that lie along the intended path, GT
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"I had successful
brain surgery.
There was no knife.
No blood.

Scott Calhoun, nn Atlanta attorney, was diagnosed with a brain tumor in 1990.
Alter treatment with the Comma Knile"" at Piedmont Hospital, his "inoperable" tumor disappeared.

At Piedmont Hospital we have a
way to successfully treat many brain
tumors and vascular malformations
without open brain surgery. It's
called the Gamma Knife®.
The Gamma Knife is not a knife
at all but 201 beams of sharply
focused gamma radiation. Guided
by computer and the neurosurgeon,
these tiny rays harmlessly penetrate
the scalp, skull, and healthy tissue
while destroying the cell structure of
even inoperable tumors. The Gamma
Knife is also used in treating some
types of pain plus movement
disorders such as the tremor of
Parkinson's disease.
©I997. Piedmont Hospital

RETURN TO WORK THE NEXT DAY.
Because the Gamma Knife uses
painless radiation and a local anesthetic, there's no shaved head, no
incision, and no lengthy recuperation. The day after treatment most
people can resume normal activities
— even go back to work.
Gamma Knife Radiosurgery also
costs 33% to 50% less than ' conventional" brain surgery and is covered
by most insurance and Medicare.
In the state of Georgia, only one
hospital has the Gamma Knife:
Piedmont Hospital in Atlanta. If you'd
like to know more about how the
Gamma Knife may help you or a

friend, just call Piedmont Hospital's
Gamma Knife Center toll-free
at 1-800-848-7781.
We'll be glad to tell you about
the brain surgery that uses no knife.
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Engaging the Site
Maria Artemis's huge sculptures combine architecture and art
By Anna Bloomfield

O

ver her 25-year career as a
sculptor, Atlanta artist
Maria Artemis, MS '91, has
been drawn to creating work on an
increasingly large scale. As her art
grew from room-sized installations
to outdoor sculptures, the inevitable next step was to make sitespecific sculptures for architectural
settings.
Although her master's of fine
arts from the University of Georgia
had prepared her for a career as an
artist, Artemis, a recipient of the
1996 Mayor's Fellowship in the
Arts, realized that to achieve the
grand scale she envisioned, she
needed more technical know-how
and construction savvy. So in 1989
she entered the master of science
program of Georgia Tech's College
of Architecture.
"I went back to study the discipline of architecture because I realized that to work in the public
realm I had to be able to speak the
language of architects, engineers,
landscape architects and contractors," she says.
"What it gave me was two-fold.
On the pragmatic side, it gave me
an understanding of things like site
plans and drainage systems. On the
theoretical side, it provided rigorous dialogue about public space
and the environment that you don't
get anywhere else."
Artemis' ties to Georgia Tech
run deep. Her father, Demetrius
Papageorge, graduated from Tech
Atlanta artist Maria Artemis with her
recent sculpture, Ex-Static, built from
obsolete airplane parts. Her Tech architecture degree helps her understand the
technical aspects of large-scale work.
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with a degree in civil engineering in
1936, and she has fond childhood
memories of attending football
games with him. Her uncles, George
and Euripides Papageorge graduated in 1925 and 1935, respectively.
Two cousins are also Tech grads.
Artemis also discovered a family
connection in her recent sculpture
Ex-Static, which was created from
reworked aircraft parts donated by
Lockheed Martin Aeronautical
Systems in Marietta, Ga. She found
the raw material for the work by
sifting through obsolete parts in
Lockheed's "boneyard." She was
delighted to find the parts were
from two planes on which her
father had worked some three decades ago. The sculpture bears an
inscription dedicating it to her
father, who "worked on these aircraft the first time around."
Commissioned by the Corporation for Olympic Development in
Atlanta (CODA), Ex-Static was
erected in 1996 to provide directional signage for pedestrians and
to enliven and beautify a downtown traffic median. The sculpture
consists of four sections, the largest
of which is distinguished by a spiral of steel tubes and interwoven
cables. The effect of this giant cornucopia is both industrial—reminiscent of suspension bridge
cables—and surprisingly organic,
like hand weaving.
The sculpture's metallic surfaces
range from polished to age-dulled,
and some retain their original stencilled letters and numbers. Ex-Static
has a dynamic quality; elements
appear to shift and move as one
passes it, whether on foot or by car.
The concept of site is, to Artemis,
"a vital component of my work."
The many layers that make each

site unique include "its history—
geologically and culturally—its
physical and ecological nature, the
way it is inhabited, and its potential
for the future. It becomes my task
to interpret this interplay of ideas in
material and form."
Artemis believes that art has a
role to play in public life. Perhaps
this is nowhere more evident than
in the Memorial to Crime Victims and
Public Safety Officers Who Die in the
Line of Duty at the Atlanta Detention Center. The sculpture consists
of a flame-cut, granite-tile paving
pattern demarcating a labyrinthine,
circular path, which the viewer is
intended to follow. Words such as
"neighbor," "husband," "sister,"
and "friend" are sandblasted along
the path. Walking the twisting,
ceremonial path is a contemplative
act. Nearby, six granite panels carry
the names of Atlanta city police
officers who have died in the line of
duty and quotes from people who
have lost loved ones to crime.
This sculpture creates a communal place of healing and resolution
and, like all of Artemis' work, it
reaches out to draw people in. She
knew that she had been successful
when she saw a picture of a prayer
vigil there for people on death row.
"There's nobody on death row in
that prison," she explains, "but that
was a creative use of the space that
I couldn't have foreseen. It had
filled a public need."
This is the measure of success for
the artist who says, "I want to reveal the layers of significance that
are there, and to invite people to
engage the site in a more intense
way than they would otherwise." GT
Anna Bloomfield is an Atlanta freelance
writer.
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Flying High at Lockheed Martin
Although they graduated a decade apart from Georgia Tech's industrial-management program,
Marcus Bennett and Stephen Zelnak have traveled parallel paths to career success through the ranks
of the former Martin Marietta Corp. For both men, mergers and acquisitions have been a way of life

The Stealth
CFO
By Jerry Schwartz

A

s Marcus C. Bennett sees it,
, there are only three options
i open to companies in the
besieged defense and aerospace
industry: "Consolidate, liquidate
or evaporate."
Bennett, executive vice president and chief financial officer of
Lockheed Martin Corp., believes

companies in today's business
climate are either to lead their
fields by buying up weaker firms,
be forced out of business altogether or see their markets and
opportunities shrink.
But that maxim was coined only
recently. The business world was a
different place when Bennett
graduated from Tech's industrialmanagement program in 1959.
Mergers and acquisitions "were a
non-event in my life. Certainly, it
was not a big feature in academia.
Merger and acquisition mania took
off in the crazy, wild 1980s. Merg-

Marcus Bennett's career has survived the "crazy, wild" era of mergers and acquisitions.
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ers were not even on my radar
when I got out of school."
Bennett started Tech as an engineering student. But that didn't
last long. "I had more of a bent
toward business."
Working his way through Tech,
he says, was invaluable. "It gave
you a great dose of reality at a
young age. It focused you on what
was important and what was not.
Certainly, you get a strong sense of
the work ethic. Our experience
here in the corporation is that
working students have been very,
very good employees, and they
have been fast track."
The motivation in taking his
first job after graduation was geographical more than professional,
Bennett admits.
"I had never lived north of
Atlanta. I thought of that as the
farthest north 1 wanted to go. I had
a couple of offers in the Northeast,
and I just stumbled across an ad
that the Glen L. Martin Co. was
creating a new facility in Orlando
[Fla.J and looking for engineering
employees. I thought if they were
looking for engineers, they probably needed someone with an
engineering background to work
in the business end. And Orlando,
well, that sounded like it was going in the right direction."
In the beginning, Bennett's
primary job at the Martin Co. was
"winning business, executing
business and implementing efficiencies. Buying and selling businesses only came later."
Within a few years, Martin
merged with American Marietta
Corp. to form Martin Marietta

Corp. In 1995, Martin Marietta
merged with Lockheed Corp. to
form Lockheed Martin, a $30 billion Fortune 50 company.
As he worked his way up,
Bennett acquired a reputation as a
shrewd negotiator with a courtly
Southern manner. A 1995 profile
of Bennett in Institutional Investor
magazine referred to him as "The
Stealth CFO."
Stealth—referring to Lockheed's shadowy F-117A Nighthawk fighter plane—would hardly
be a word to describe the public
warfare in the defense industry
over the past decade.
"With the breakup of the Soviet
Union, it was clear the defense
industry was not just in a down
cycle, but that the world was undergoing fundamental change "
Bennett says. "I like to take credit
for predicting the fall of the Berlin
Wall. We could see a significant
downturn, just based on world
events and where technology was.
"With the horizon for defense
contracts three or five years out,
you try to predict a change like
this," Bennett says.
For Martin Marietta, one of the
largest changes came when negotiations began in 1992 for the purchase of General Electric's $6 billion aerospace unit. Bennett was a
key player, hammering out the
details in long sessions.
But Bennett notes some of Martin Marietta's best moves came in
stopping deals. Most famous was
the 1982 failed hostile takeover
attempt by Bendix Corp. Martin
Marietta's successful defense created a massive debt load that the
company had to work off by shedding businesses and refocusing its
workload during the 1980s.
"People have asked me about
the lessons learned," Bennett says
of the company's history of buying
and selling businesses. "Two

words come to mind: speed and
decisiveness. We've been able to
be unusually smooth and seamless, but there has to be speed. If
you wring your hands over deci-

sions, other agendas pop up. You
have to move with speed, and you
need to be decisive and not be
afraid of making a mistake here
and there." GT

For Stephen Zelnak, melding cultures of merged companies has been a key to success.

With a
of Sand
or premier defense and
aerospace contractor Lockheed Martin, a lump of

F

gravel didn't seem much like a
high technology product.
Still, it was with some reluctance that the company parted last
October with Martin Marietta
Materials, purveyor of sand,
gravel and crushed stone used in
the construction industry.
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When the spinoff did occur,
Stephen P. Zelnak Jr., a 1969 industrial management graduate of
Tech, was the man in charge of the
new publicly traded company.
"When Martin Marietta began
selling many of its business units,
the materials business wasn't a
good strategic fit," Zelnak says.
"But it was very successful and
highly profitable. So even though
they were selling other businesses,
they kept us."
The two companies are now
totally separate. In May, Zelnak
replaced Marcus Bennett, executive vice president and chief financial officer of Lockheed Martin, as
chairman of Martin Marietta Materials. Bennett remains a member of
the board of directors.
It may not be a high-tech business, but Martin Marietta Materials' management practices are
every bit as sophisticated as the
former parent company. The
young spin-off has pursued a
strategy of growth by acquisition.
"We have chosen to be a consolidator of this industry," Zelnak
said. "We've made 21 acquisitions
since 1992, and going forward, we
plan to acquire more companies."
In May alone, the company
acquired three quarries in Illinois,
bought an Iowa company with
seven quarries, and closed a $229.7
million purchase of American
Aggregates Corp., a company that
operated 29 quarries in Ohio and
Indiana.
"It's a lot easier managing a
status quo business than a fastpaced one with a high rate of
change," Zelnak says. "The secret
is to organize for it. We've set up
our systems to anticipate the business environment we're in."
Zelnak had an uncle who attended Georgia Tech, "and from
the time I was old enough to remember anything," it was as-
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"When I was in school, no
one talked about 'graduating.' They always talked
about 'getting out.' At Tech,
it's difficult to just carry the
load. That prepares people
for whatever they're going
to find in their careers."
sumed the nephew would attend
Tech, as well. "I was told I should
be an engineer. It was the era of
Sputnik; the publicity for the space
program was under way, and
engineering was in vogue.
"But I didn't have any real talent for engineering. So I switched
over to industrial management,
which was a perfect fit for me."
During his Tech career, Zelnak
gained valuable work experience.
"I needed to go home and work
after the first quarter. I wound up
getting a job at Owens Corning
Fiberglass and worked there every
other quarter for four years. It was
a terrific competitive advantage. I
had an opportunity to work at a
variety of tasks—production, engineering, shipping and receiving,
quality control. It increased my
maturity and gave me experience
other graduates don't have."
Zelnak, an ROTC student, entered the Army after graduating.
"I went to bomb-disposal school. It
was an intriguing experience.
There were less than 1,000 people
in the Army who had that training
and less than 100 officers who had
it. Training in bomb disposal, I
gained considerable knowledge of
explosives." It was ironic that
eventually Zelnak's career path led
him to Martin Marietta's materials
business, which uses explosives as
a key production tool.
In contrast to the global nature
of Lockheed Martin's defense and
aerospace business, Martin
Marietta Materials' sand and stone

business is highly localized.
"You're dealing with a product
that costs about $6 per ton. And it
costs 10 to 12 cents per ton to haul
it a mile by truck. In most cases,
we haul it less than 50 miles." The
21 acquisitions have helped the
company spread geographically.
"We now operate 221 quarries and
30 distribution centers in 19 states,
Nova Scotia and the Bahamas,"
Zelnak notes.
He says the integration of cultures between the companies involved in an acquisition can be
tricky. "We pick up companies
with completely different cultures.
We want to utilize their knowledge, but we let them know we are
going to continue with our core
values, and they must adapt. We
talk about that openly with their
people. We let them know that if
they have a problem with the way
we do things, it's not going to be a
good fit. Too many acquisitions
fail because the buyer fails to take
control of the new company. We
try to avoid that mistake."
Even though none of his classroom work at Tech could prepare
him for the business climate of the
1990s, Zelnak says Tech provided
a significant career advantage.
"One observation I would make is
that it has been absolutely amazing to me how highly successful
Tech graduates have been. I'm
constantly bumping into them. I
think it's the instilling of that work
ethic. When I was in school, no
one talked about 'graduating.'
They always talked about 'getting
out.' That says something about
loch—it's very difficult to just
carry the load and 'get out.' That
prepares people for whatever
they're going to find in their
careers." GT
Jerry Schwartz is an Atlanta freelance
writer.
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page at www.mindspring.com. It's a headsup move.

MindSpring
Direct to the Internet.
©1996 MindSpring Enterprisos, Inc.
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Alfred Estrada: success and balance
By Karen Hill

W

hen Alfred Estrada
graduated from Georgia
Tech, he was simply
looking for work. In the ensuing
years, he's certainly found it: From
his Miami office, Estrada runs an
eye-popping range of companies
in the United States, Mexico and
Puerto Rico.
Estrada, ME '54, is chairman
and CEO of Pan American Enterprises, a holding company for all
his businesses. Under the day-today supervision of his lawyer son,
he publishes Vista, a monthly
magazine with a circulation of 1.1
million, Hispanic, a monthly with a
circulation of 250,000, and justlaunched Moderna, a quarterly
with a circulation of 200,000.
Hispanic and Vista are general
interest; Moderna targets women.
All are published in English or a
combination of English and Spanish, and are targeted for Hispanics
with a keen interest in their traditional culture but whose first
language is English.
He also owns companies that
build and install catalytic-converter systems in Mexico, offer
business consulting throughout
the United States, brew beer in
Vail, Colo., and run a bank in
Puerto Rico.
"When I started, I never expected to find myself with such a
resume," Estrada says. "But if you
have a true entrepreneurial spirit,
the engineering training at Georgia
Tech prepares you for anything."
Estrada came to Tech from his
home in Cuba. Upon graduation,
he worked with Shell Oil Co.,
which sent him to Europe before
returning him to Cuba in 1956. In

Alfred Estrada: Keys to success include
experience, starting young and never
forgetting to balance work and family.

1959, he left Shell to become the
government's director of petroleum refining—emigrating to
Spain in 1961 with his young family when, for political reasons, he
felt he could no longer work for
the Castro regime.
"My wife, Teresa, my son and I
simply boarded an airplane and
left. In early 1961, it was fairly easy
to leave," Estrada says. "I left with
only $5 in my pocket and had to
start all over again."
The family finally settled in the
United States. A series of upperlevel jobs with oil and construction
companies taught him about management and building businesses.
In 1979, he struck out on his own.
"I was in my early 40s. Had it
not been for the trauma of leaving
Cuba, it would have been earlier,"
Estrada says. "I would advise
people to build up experience
before they strike out on their
own, but not to wait too long."
Estrada opened an international
fertilizers and chemical commodities company. "It was very tough,"
he recalls. "With just a secretary,

my wife and I had to do all the
work"—a long way from his current companies, which employ
some 1,000 people at eight sites.
"There is no greater satisfaction
in my work than being able to
create jobs that allow people to
make a good life for themselves
and their families," he says.
Estrada and his wife divide
their time between Miami and
Colorado, where his daughters
live. It's a situation that works well
for Estrada, whose passions—after
children and grandchildren—are
golfing and snow-skiing.
He also serves on numerous
boards and organizations, including the boards of the National Park
Foundation and the Congressional
Hispanic Caucus Institute. And he
helps Hispanic students at each
end of the educational spectrum:
computers for first- and secondgraders in Miami and financial aid
to graduate students at Tech.
Estrada says entering a new line
of work requires both preparation
and intuition.
"You have to look at the numbers, the projections and the knowhow involved, but ultimately, for
an entrepreneur, it gets down to
gut feeling and determination.
"Owning your own business, it
is not easy. It takes a lot of work,
and many times it is very lonely
when you have to make all the key
decisions. But believe me, when
you succeed, it is well worth it.
"The only thing you need to
keep in balance is family. You
must not sacrifice your family to
succeed in business because a
successful family life is vastly
more rewarding and important."GT
Karen Hill is an Atlanta freelance writer.
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Margie Lewis
Childhood love of science fiction leads
entrepreneur to build company

P

rotecting the earth from
nuclear destruction was the
stuff of Margie Lewis' childhood books. Now, it's the stuff of
her everyday life.
Lewis, NE '79, is president and
chief executive officer of Parallax,
an engineering and environmental
management company that she
started in 1993 in partnership with
fellow Tech alumnus Dolan P.
Falconer Jr., NE '78, MS NE '79.
Based in Germantown, Md.,
Parallax inspects nuclear power
plants, puts in place safety procedures and cleans up nuclear and
hazardous waste. The $13 million
company employs 160 people at
offices in Maryland, Georgia,
Tennessee, Texas and Kentucky.
"It was only natural that I
would develop an interest in space
and nuclear power," Lewis told
Black Enterprise magazine in a
cover story. She began reading
science fiction in the seventh grade
and, deciding on a career as a spy,
she began studying Russian in the
eighth grade. "I figured you had to
have the nuke [to be a spy], and in
those days, Russia was the obvious
country for espionage."
In high school, she knew she
wanted to study engineering in
college. "I had a counselor whose
daughter was attending Georgia
Tech, so I got a lot of information
about Tech."
During most of her student
days at Tech, Lewis worked a 40hour week as a drugstore cashier.
In her final year, she became a lab
assistant in the School of Physics.
Drawing $10,000 out of her
savings, Lewis opened Parallax
out of her home after working for

14 years
in the industry, first as
a safety adviser at nuclear power
plants, then as an inspector with
the Nuclear Regulatory Agency in
Washington. Falconer was also an
inspector with the agency.
"I was very involved in customer contact and employee performances," she says. Because
many companies make decisions
based on stockholder demands,
those decisions are not necessarily
the best technically, she says. "I
thought I could provide a better
service to customers than larger
companies that were more concerned with just the bottom line."
Her first contract was a $2 million, 18-month project with the
Department of Energy. By the end
of 1993, sales totaled $700,000. A
year later, revenues had more than
tripled, to $2.2 million. In 1995,
when Lewis added sales of nuclear
management computer software,
sales hit $13 million.
Lewis says the company combines technical skills with good
marketing. "We have quite a bit of
sexy software—it does the job for
you, but it also looks good and has
all the whistles and bells," she
explains. "We also do engineering
feasibility studies and can solve
engineering problems, particularly

those dealing
with environmental
remediation.
We've removed
radioactive lead
brick from facilities. We do a lot of
inspections of
nuclear engineering
facilities, both for the
government and for
the nuclear power
industry.
"We plan to be a
$50 million company in
five years," she adds, in
part by adding software
that helps companies manage
hazardous waste storage. "We're
growing, and that's interesting
because the [nuclear power industry] market is shrinking."
Seventy percent of Parallax's
business comes from private firms
such as Westinghouse and Lockheed-Martin. The remainder is
from federal clients such as the Department of Energy and the Navy.
Her target market is two-fold.
For Parallax's environmental computer software, Lewis looks for
companies that need waste management services but have limited
funds. She plans to go after large
construction bids.
She also is making plans to
open international offices. "We're
working mostly with countries in
the Pacific Rim," she says. "We're
working with Thailand, particularly Bangkok, on environmental
remediation problems, and we're
working with Taiwan."
Lewis says she wasn't too worried when she invested $10,000 to
launch her company. Her nuclear
engineering degree is very marketable, she says. "I thought, heck, if
it doesn't work out, I can always
get a real job." GT
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Robert Michelson demonstrates a large-scale model of a flapping-wing, micro-air vehicle that has diverse military and industrial uses.

By Amy Stone

E

I ngineers at the Georgia
Tech Research Institute
I (GTRI) envision the day
when tiny, self-piloted machines
will fly to a target and gather information in a variety of forms.
These "microflyers" could be used
in situations as different as scouting armies in combat or crawling
down smokestacks to monitor
emissions.
However, there are some immediate problems. For example:
• Size—Wind, rain and even air
pose different problems to a sixinch flier than to a large jet.
• Autonomy—The smaller a
system is, the more skittish it acts.
Humans—especially if they are
looking through a camera—will
not be able to react in time to control a machine this tiny.
• Flight controls—Traditional

planes use weighty motors and
hydraulic machinery to maneuver
flaps in the wings and tail.
• Power sources—Since a drop
of gasoline has more energy potential than current batteries of the
same size, early models will probably use fossil fuels. GTRI researchers propose a micropulse jet
engine that is simpler than a traditional jet turbine engine.
• Weight—All of the components, including the payload, must
weigh less than about four ounces.
The First Step: Flying

R

obert Englar, a principal
research engineer at GTRI, is
working on a fixed-wing model for
the microflyer. By combining an
altered wing design with a
rounded trailing edge, and channelling the engine exhaust out of
the wings through tiny slots,
Englar's model greatly augments

the wing's lift and control without
any external moving parts. This
results in an ability to lift, land and
turn at very low speeds without
complex control devices—making
the plane airworthy indoors.
To change directions, altitude or
speed, Englar's model uses devices
to control the stream of exhaust.
Robert Michelson, also a GTRI
principal research engineer, envisions the microflyer as a multimode vehicle—capable of flying,
crawling and perhaps swimming.
He has developed the "entomopter"—a prototype resembling a
metallic wasp with about a 10-inch
wingspan. The entomopter employs a reciprocating chemical
muscle (RCM) that uses a monopropellant fuel to create a reciprocating (up and down) motion, like
beating wings. As added benefits,
the RCM can generate electricity,
which could be used to power
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sensors for directional or mission
purposes, and gas, which can be
used to change the lift on one wing
so it can turn right or left.
Next Step: What Can It Do?

U

ltimately, microflyers will have
to carry payloads, ranging
from cameras to chemical sensors.
GTR1 scientists are examining how
to miniaturize sensor systems.
"In some cases, it is possible to
design a sensing channel that will
respond uniquely to the analyte
you want to detect. In other cases,
where unique sensing chemistry is
not available, multiple sensors on
the same optical chip use patternrecognition techniques to sort out
which analyte is being measured,"
explains Dr. Robert Schwerzel, a
principal research scientist at GTRI.
Another group of researchers is
working on sensors that would

"Technical requirements
push you to develop
new technology,
then technology pulls
research along."
supply visual images and communication. Visual sensors could use
active pixel arrays like those in
missile nose cones to allow for realtime processing of images.
Also, Dr. Joy Laskar, assistant
professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, and his colleagues are examining how to communicate with the airborne microflyers, how to transfer information
and how to keep the communications secure—vital in wartime.
In the future, specialists will
work on the design of "human/
machine interfaces" and the integration of all the systems. Dr. Tom
Collins, a senior research engineer
in the electronic-systems laboratory
notes, "If one person goes over the
weight limit for a component, that

weight has to come from someone else's project. In industry,
you'd parcel out weight limits
and make people stick to them.
However, that's harder to do in
research since you're making it
up as you go."
In spite of the challenges, Dr.
Samuel Blankenship, principal
research scientist at GTRI, hopes
to have a machine flying in three
years. With the prototype estimated to cost more than $10
million, "we know we're pushing the envelope with this
project," he notes. "However,
you have to reach high and employ the push-pull strategy: technical requirements push you to
develop new technology, then
technology pulls research along."
Amy Stone is an Atlanta freelance
writer.

'Copter Control
Heli-STAR demonstrates potential for vertical flight transport in urban areas

A

research and development project conducted in
Atlanta during the 1996 Olympics could help
open the door for expanding helicopter transportation in crowded urban areas—and improving air
traffic control in the nation's congested skies.
Air traffic-control radar now provides the primary means for monitoring aircraft in flight, but
ground clutter caused by obstructions such as tall
buildings prevents tracking low-altitude flights in
urban areas.
But Operation Heli-STAR (Helicopter Short-Haul
Transportation and Aviation Research) for the first
time showed that communications, navigation and
surveillance equipment based on the Global Positioning System (GPS) could reliably track helicopters
operating in metropolitan areas.
In Heli-STAR, on-board GPS systems determined
a helicopter's position; that information was reported every few seconds.
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Based on earth-orbiting satellites, GPS provides
extremely accurate position information—and is not
affected by ground clutter.
On its busiest day, the project processed 83,000
aircraft position reports between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m.,
tracking more than 60 helicopters engaged in a wide
range of cargo-delivery and public-safety missions.
Development of Heli-STAR began in 1994 with
concerns over how the crowd of Olympic visitors
coming to Atlanta might affect cargo delivery and
public-safety services during the summer of 1996.
"The lessons learned are really a collection of
planning tips that would enable anybody else to do
this anywhere in the continental United States,
Alaska or Hawaii," explains Charles M. Standi,
manager of the Aerospace Sciences Branch of GTRI.
"You can literally set up a checklist based on what
came out of Heli-STAR. If you do all these things,
you will have touched all the bases necessary."
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Clean
Machine
Electric-powered transit bus
runs on hydrogen fuel
By Amanda Crowell

A

prototype hydrogen-fueled,
electric-powered bus is zipping around Augusta, picking up passengers and leaving
near-zero emissions.
The H2Fuel Bus, assembled at
Georgia Tech, is the first vehicle to
feature this unique hybrid power
system, which uses hydrogen fuel
stored in metal hydrides. It was
built by a coalition of academic,
government and private industry
partners and delivered to AugustaRichmond County Public Transit in

late April, where it will be used as
part of regular operations for one
year.
"There is no other hydrogenfueled vehicle like this," says
Charles Standi, a senior research
engineer in GTRTs Aerospace Science & Transportation Laboratory.
"It is a key component of actions
we can take to address the nation's
air-quality issues."
GTRTs role in the project was to
integrate and test the 33-foot bus's
internal-combustion engine, electrical generator, drive motor and
metal-hydride fuel-storage system.
By using the bus as a publictransit vehicle, researchers hope to
gain valuable experience and raise
public awareness and acceptance of
hydrogen as an alternative fuel.
"The transit experience over the
next year will provide critical data

for the commercialization of hydrogen vehicles," says Dr. William A.
Summers of the Westinghouse
Savannah River Co., a project partner. "Operating data will provide a
measurement of the performance,
reliability and maintainability of
the various system components,
primarily the hydrogen engine and
the metal-hydride storage system."
Primary sponsors include the
Department of Energy (DOE) and
Augusta-Richmond County Public
Transit. Other partners include the
Southeastern Technology Center
in Augusta; Hydrogen Components
of Littleton, Colo.; the Education,
Research and Development Association of Georgia Universities; and
Blue Bird Body Co. of Fort Valley,
Ga.
Proponents of hydrogen fuel say
it is an ideal replacement for fossil
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fuels, which
release gaseous oxides of
carbon and nitrogen when burned,
causing air pollution and contributing to global warming. Burning
hydrogen fuel, in contrast, produces water vapor that contains no
carbon dioxide (C0 2 ) and little or
no nitrogen oxide.
Although most hydrogen fuel is
produced with natural gas through
a process that produces C0 2 , it can

(?

be created from water through renewable and non-polluting energy
sources like wind and solar power.
"If you're concerned about the
carbon cycle in the world, you
have to look at hydrogen," says
John C. Handley, a principal research engineer in GTRI's Aerospace Science & Transportation
Laboratory. The environmental
community supports such projects.
The H2Fuel Bus has a metalhydride storage system that fuels a
standard internal combustion
engine. The engine drives a 70kilowatt electrical generator that
keeps the bus's batteries charged.
Metal hydrides are intermetallic
alloys that, when cooled, absorb
hydrogen gas into a solid form.
When the hydrides are heated by
energy from the bus's generator,
they slowly release the hydrogen

as a gas to power the bus's engine.
The bus carries 5,000 cubic feet
of hydrogen and can travel more
than 100 miles before refueling. The
electrical system is powered by 56
12-volt batteries, which charge
continually while the hydrogen
engine is operating.
Researchers say that if this
project goes well, it could be a major step toward widespread acceptance of hydrogen as an alternative
transportation fuel.
"We have met the challenge of
making hydrogen a safe fuel for
public transportation," says Dr.
Mario Fiori, operations manager of
the DOE's Savannah River Site.
"Now the challenge is to make
these buses more economical."
Amanda Crowell writes for the Research Communications Office of GTRI.
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A Closer Look
New electron microscope facility offers research aid for scientific projects across the state and nation
By John Toon

I

n a dark first-floor room at
Georgia Tech's School of Materials Science and Engineering,
Dr. Z.L. Wang carefully adjusts the
controls of a JEOL 4000EX transmission-electron microscope. A
black-and-white image appears on
the monitor to his right, revealing
a jumbled pattern of ridges and
valleys that cover the surface of a
tiny carbon nanosphere barely a
quarter of a micron in diameter.
The features are 34 millionths of a
meter—0.34 nanometers—across.
This glimpse of the sphere's
surface shows researchers they are
on the right track in their efforts to
turn the tiny graphite balls into
efficient solid lubricants for
micromachines. It also gives them
clues to the next series of experimental steps they should try.
Research into promising areas
of nanotechnology, novel materials
and structures, ever-smaller microelectronics, new crystals, improved lubricants—and even living tissues—demands the use of
electron microscopes able to see
features a few hundred atoms in
size. To make these costly tools
available to researchers from many
different disciplines, Tech has
formed the Electron Microscopy
Facility.
The facility's three transmission-electron microscopes and
single-scanning electron microscope have helped examine the
molecular arrangement of gold
nanocrystals, the charge distribution on a new type of P/N junction
used in microelectronics, the
growth processes in experimental
quantum-dot semiconductors,
lubricant layers for high-density
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Dr. Z.L. Wang examines Tech's electron microscope, a key device in research studies.

disk drives and the configuration
of a new phosphor material for
computer displays.
In addition to showing the
structure of materials on a very
small scale, the equipment can also
provide data on the chemical composition of these small objects,
map electrical charges and measure magnetic domain.
"We want to play an important
role in research programs going on
across Georgia Tech, and to promote projects across schools and
across other divisions of campus,"
says Wang, director of the facility
and an associate professor in the
School of Materials Science and
Engineering. "We believe that a
facility like this is essential to
many exciting areas of research."

Wang sees the new facility as a
key part of a research process that
begins with theory and simulation,
proceeds to experimental fabrication, then relies on microscopy for
feedback on the results. Rather
than simply providing a microscopy service, he wants to help
researchers design their projects to
gain maximum benefit of the
facility's equipment.
"We want to see this facility
grow into one of the major microscopy facilities in the nation," Wang
says. "This equipment is essential
to many key areas of research, and
most of the country's largest and
best universities now have it." CT
John Toon is manager of the Research
Communications Office of GTRI.
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Taking the Heat
Professor Bill Black merges the classroom with the real world
By Michael Terrazas

S

ome professors fulfill a lifelong dream when they take
that first step up to the lectern. Bill Black just wanted to make
sure he could write on the chalkboard.
A first-semester master's student
at the University of Illinois in 1963,
Black had been merely a teaching
assistant in the mechanical engineering department. When his
major professor suddenly received
a grant to travel to India, he found
himself thrust into the starring role
in a materials-casting course. He
was 21 years old.
"Here I was just teaching a lab,
which I thought was pretty big
stuff already," recalls Dr. William
Z. Black, now a Georgia Tech
Regents Professor in mechanical
engineering. "To this day 1 don't
know why they asked me to teach
the rest of the course; I didn't know
that much more than the people in
the class, but I learned very fast."
The left-handed and very practical Black even went to the lecture
hall to practice writing on the board
while he spoke. More than 30 years

later, Black is a veteran of many
hundreds of lectures. And, yes, he
has mastered the art of writing on
the board.
Bill Black is still practical, too. In
his field of heat transfer, he prefers
working on specific problems for
real-world applications rather than
losing himself in the world of
theory.
Nothing makes him happier
than pulling together some graduate students to help a company
with a particularly thorny matter
in dissipating heat. He cites,
among others, a utility service in
California that was having a unique
problem: exploding manhole
covers.
"Their cable is underground in a
vault, and when these cables fail,
they fail catastrophically. There's a
tremendous amount of heat generated by an electrical arc; the air
temperature goes up, and pressure
goes up, and if the pressure gets
high enough, it will catapult that
manhole cover into the air," Black
explains. "That's kind of dangerous.
"That's the type of problem I like
to work on. I don't get heavily in-

The Black File
Born: Oct. 9, 1940 in Champaign, III.
Education: B.S. and M.S. from the University of Illinois, 1963 and
1964; Ph.D. from Purdue University, 1968.
Personal: wife, Linda; two children: Kara, 34, and Chris, 28.
Achievements: Georgia Tech Outstanding Teacher Award, 1973
and 1989; Georgia Engineer of the Year in Education, 1986; Meriam
Wiley Distinguished Author Award for Outstanding Engineering Textbook, 1986; ASME and IEEE Fellow; University of Illinois Department of
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering Outstanding Alumnus, 1989;
ASEE-Ralph Coats Row Award, 1989.
Leisure Interests: Golf and snow skiing.
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volved with a lot of steep mathematics. Of course, I use the equations to model the heat-transfer
problems, but I always have a
down-to-earth problem in mind."
Lately, those problems have
more and more often involved
microelectronics such as computers,
cellular phones and the like. Since
the invention of the first wardrobesized radios, the tendency in electronics is to get smaller and smaller
... and smaller. As the chips required to distribute power in these
ever-shrinking gizmos also get
smaller, the problems of releasing
heat get more complicated.
"The new cell phones, when you
turn them on and talk for any
length of time, 20 minutes or so,
they heat up to the extent that you
feel this warmth on your ear,"
Black says. "People think that's
radiation or some sort of electromagnetic field that's frying their
brain when in fact it's just a chip
getting hot. But they don't particularly like it."
Black examines several methods
of cooling things off, including
materials—diamonds, for instance,
can diffuse heat quite well but also
can be a little pricey—and heat
pipes, which "wick" away heat
from the source. Another technology he is trying to develop is a
system of spray or mist cooling in
which tiny droplets of water are
sprayed onto a heated surface and
then evaporate, taking much of the
heat with them—essentially, making the machines "sweat."
"The human body is an amazing
system, and for cooling we sweat,"
Black says. "We're trying to simulate that process by making sure the
heated surface is moist but not
flooded with liquid. With inkjet

PROFILE

Georgia Tech Regents Professor Bill Black lets real-world applications drive the train of theory in his heat-transfer research.

printers, the technology exists for
generating very, very small droplets of liquid. We're looking at
several different aspects of the
process."

Keeping Up With Changes

F

rom nearly the first time he
visited, Black knew he wanted
to come to Tech. With the ink still
wet on his doctorate from Purdue
University, he came to Atlanta in
April 1968 to interview, having just
left a day of "spitting snow" for
springtime in Georgia.
"I walked across campus for my
first interview, and the dogwoods
were out," Black recalls. "It was an
absolutely gorgeous day, and I

thought to myself, 'There are better
places to be than Lafayette, Indiana.'"
But his first year of teaching was
a trial by fire. Four new courses
greeted him his first quarter, and
four more the quarter after that. "I
can remember going home at the
end of that first year and wondering if I was going to survive. But
then, one of the good things about
that is if you do survive, you've
taught almost everything you're
ever going to teach."
Now it's not the course material that daunts Black from day to
day but keeping up with the technology involved, both in teaching
and implementing it. He admits

that one of the biggest challenges
he faces is keeping up with the
advances in the machines he
works so hard trying to keep cool.
Pointing to his computer, Black
says, "If there's anything that will
pass you up fast, it's that thing
right there.
"My undergraduate education
was in the slide-rule era, and I
remember looking at all the professors around me and thinking how
fossilized they were. So I continue
to force myself to learn the simplest tasks with the computer because, if I shut off that growth, I'd
still have the slide rule here on my
desk, and I'd be like that fossilized
professor." GT
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PICTURE PERFECT

The Swimmin' Hole
In the good ol' summer time... and other times, too
The Aquatic Center, built to host the 1996
Olympic swimming and diving competitions,
is open now for Georgia Tech students,
faculty and staff. The bottom of the diving
pool sports a new, neon-blue "GT" logo.
Photo by Alan David
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aying it is time for someone to lead Georgia
Tech athletics "to the next level," Dr.
Homer Rice retired as athletics director at Tech
after 17 years of service. Rice was
responsible for turning Tech's
sports facilities, once the worst in
the Atlantic Coast Conference,
into some of the best. He oversaw
millions of dollars in construction
and renovation, and ran an
athletics program which
Tech President Wayne
Clough called "beyond
reproach." The man
charged with carrying on the standard
of excellence Rice established is David
Braine, formerly the
director of athletics at
Virginia Tech. Read
more about both men,
beginning on page 24.

